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PREFACE

This pamphlet, one of a series or four, contains.a major

-paper on moral education and three critiques of that paper,

The paper was presented at a,national ConferencR on Moral/

Citizenship Education held in June of 1976, and thecritiqUes

were commissioned independdnk of the conference. 'Three other

major presentations at that conference, and accompanying cri-.

tiques, compr.ise the companion pamphlets to tbiS one. Each

pamphlet sets fOrth and illuminates one of four theoretical

approaches to moral education: cognitive'decision theory,

developmental theory, prosocialtheciry/research, -and values

ti.16,Rry. These aPproaches Were SelectedJOecause it was feit,

that they.represent areas of researchl development, and

i g yhich hasie had the most signifi&ant impact on the field.

Although/the series is conceived'as a unit providing

an overview of sqllected mora.1 edudati6n,perpseCtives, each

pamphlet is intended to-stand aiorie as representative and

expository of one specific approach.

COnference, Backcjround k'

The conference at which the 6apers were presentbed was'
,

a highlight of a 1975-76yeariOn0 planning effort carried

out byrResearcll fOr Better Sch00s(RBSI under- contract with

- t
the National InSt tute of Educatlon. (NIE). The conference

.1

brought)togethee afDProximately:.8 experts representing



variety. of viewpoints and.interests.
_

The primary Purpose of the conference (in addition, to

facilitating an exchange of information across the field) was

to develop moral/citizenship educktion recommendations from

.as wide a base as possible eoncerning.research, developthent,
4;

and dissepination.. The key process was one of r-iteraction,

with work groups artiving at recommendations on.the.basis of

the four major informational papets collected in this pub-

cation series, and work-group deliberations. The recommenda-

tions were then submitted to NIE and the public.

Op the basi,5 of the conference xecommgndations, a.coordi-

nated'plan of R, DI & D for moral/citizenship.education (at

that time termed ethical-citizenship-education) was deyeldTed

'which has'the endOrsement.of a wide.and influential constitu-

ency, .
Work-is in progress to adwocate and implement that

plan,

In the)past year Moral/Citizenship Education,.and Ethica

titizerish.ip Education have merged as a brOadly Conceived

,Citiz.en Education component.of RBS. The front and back mat-

ter of this pamphlet summarizes aspects of'that component,'
*

'including objectives, af?iliat ons; and resources. .

The Cognitive-Decision Approach to Moral Zducation

.4
The major paper and critiques in this pamphlet deal with

the cognitive-xlecision approach to moral .education, a brief

ii



summary of Which _follows, This highly condensed statement

can Tortray only the most genera,l characteristics of the

cognitive-decision perspective., It is included here simply

to orient.j.he reader, not to define the field.
a r

srhe cognitive-decision theorists are just beginning to

have 'an impact'on educat onal practice. A-limited number

-of educators are introducing principles.of moral action

ansi dognitive-4cision processes in selected classrooms.

In adaition, sOme promising instructional materials have

recegtly appeared on the market. The cognitive-decision

theorists ind-their roots in philosophy andt more spertifi-

tally in ethics, w'here the '.process of decision maki-ng and

A

A .

4
tthe principles- employed in making evaluatiohs:and:iudgments

A,
are researched using 'a pi.ocess. of, logic,.introspettion, and

,*

historical analysis. The assumption is made that persons are

rational and that they.can be rational actors. To do this,

they must know how,to make decisions about moral issgés and

understand the principleA or standards toiuse in making those

Jecisions: While there are differences among these theorists

c6ncerping the.processes for making persona). moral.decisions

they agree concerning many of the principles that should

considered. Most often these principles include self-inter-

est, consid ration of others, a regard for reason, a regard

for historital experience, and cultural Wisdom. Thus, the

educational objectiVe is'to "instruct individuaflg in-the

iii
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nature of the principle of making)Moral-decisions and t

teach the skills which will enable l'earners to translate the

principles and tlw process into action. To date, the pr4-o-1

nents of this position have bêen, primarily philosophers. A

small number of eddcators in England, and fewer inAhe United

Seates, have picked up the ideas and are d.eveloping materials

andrworking in the schools.

iv
4
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'TEE COAITIVE-DECJSION APPROACH TO MORAL EDUCATION:

ITS PROBLEMS AND PROSPECTS

Jerrold R. GooMbs

University of British ColuMbia

This paper attempts a general characterization of
cognitive decisionists, describes the .strengths and ,

weaknesses of their approach to moral education,
and asesses the extent to which empirical knowl-
edge is available for the success of this. approach.
Cognitive decisioriists are identifie'd as those who

believe that the primary goal of moral education is
to teach-students to make and act on rational deci-
sions about moral issues. Moral' reasoning is se'en

as a species,of practiiel reasoning, and moral judg-

ments depend on reasons. Tile educator's job is to

teach students to make-'well-grounded moral judgtents.
The major.strength of the Approach iS its ab.ility tO

e
distinguish pearly between educatimon and indoctrina-

tion. A major weakness is disagreement-among theo-
rists about the standards of,justifIcation that ap-

ply. to moral judgment. It is argued that much of
the. empirical work on, such phenomena As empathy, al-
truism, and resistance,to temptation iray ngt be rele-

- vant to the4cognitive-decision apprpach because it
focuses an behavior without comcern for the underly-

ing reasons. Consequently, cardtul ifting of the -

.

empirical literature is 'advised. Cognitive decision-
ists, it is suggested, should give mo'r-e attention to

the development of teacher-training materials and to
research designed lb identify specific kinds of inade-

..,-

quacies'in. moral reasoning.

The purpose of t:(1is paper is to survey the problems ci

pros'pet$ of that approach to moral education which is here-

called the cognitive-decision approach. It should be made

clear at the outset that t is label Aesignatesno specific

method ot'theory of moral education. Ratiler, it picks out a

class of educlational theorists 2hd practitioners having a
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common genera

I.

onception of the goals or outcollps oV moral

education. Persons taking the cognitior-decision approach

believe that moral decisi'ons can and do differ with regard,

to the degree to 'which they are rational'or well grounded.

They'beiieve further that moral decision making is a complex

intellectual task which Scan be done well or poorly. As a

result of these beliefs they take.the view that the primary

goal of moral education is to teah studeptb to make and to

act on inierlicient or rational decisions about moral issues.

For the cognitive-d fision theorist, the development of a

program of moral education' has several clearly.differentiated

aspects. The firstu-and.perhaps most crucial, is t.he task of

describing,and justifying a ccinception of what it means to.be

rational in ma,king moral decisions. The sedond aspect in-
.

..;tolves 'describing the knowledge, abilities, dispositions,

sensitivities, etc., that one must acquire fip 6 der to make

rational moral decisions; it also inv9lves justifying these

components as necessary to being rational in making.morai

decisions.- The third aspect is the development of, effeCtive

and morally acceptable educational means for producing the

relevant components. Far more time.and effort have been de-

voted to the first task than to the others. This is not sur-

prising for if no conception of .morality.can be juskifiedi

a cogni ive-deCisiNapproach to moral education -makes no

seTme.

2



10 The Cognitive:-Decision Akroach

Because o the considerable differences among cognitive

,AplecisionisV it is difficult t trovide a description Of

this ki 0 of a proach specific enovgh to be useful Conse-

quently, after noting a few features of this perspective,

min giv more substance to the account by outlining the

views of several of its major figures.

Cocinitive declsionists contend that; contrary to much
Li

popular o inion, ilioral views are not merely, matters of taste,

preference or convention. Logically they are as much depen-

dent on re sons or grounds as are empirical beliefs. Conse-

quently, moral reasoning slibuld be taken seriously. Moral .

judgment is a species of practical reasoning, i.e., reasoning
4

about what to do.. Practical reasonin4 invdolyes two distinct

kinds of reasons:. Car motivtional rea'sons sucll as wants,

purposes, or rules. of conduct, and (b)' b/iefs. about wtlat

actions will fulfill -.44,p wants, purposes, or rules of con-

duct. The conclusion of the argument is a decision to act in

a certa n way, or simply an action.- In moral decision, as

distinguished from other.kinds of practical judgment, the

motivational reason is some moral" ideal or pri'llciple. IA sim-

pie ease of moral reasoning might go like thi-s; Sigafoos

bel,ieves th.at t is wrong to endancier.the live of others.

hins.he would do so if he were to drive h me, since

he has been drink.ing this evening. T.he conclukion of his

44
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reasoning-is.the decision not to drive home--or f111,4t it would

be wrong ,foT him to drive home. Of course, the rgasoning
J .

leading to a m6ral conclu"sion canbe complex, but pur simple

/
example will serve for now. 'Notice that this sort of moral

4mkreasoning is 'deductive in form. The mnral rule or principle

serves as the Major promise, and the%belief,about what ful-

the.rule 'serves as the mindr premise, There is no

implication'that a person making the decision necessarily

rehearses Such reasons to h" self when deciding, though in

more.complex cases he may'do Typically the reasons be"-

,come articulated only.when someone is asked to explain or

justify-his decision.
v

.A1.1 this, of course, is a very.tild story. Still, it is .

1
necessary to repeat it here as a first' step in clarifying

.
e

what the' cognitive-decision daAroach is all about. Basically

it is concerned with teaching students to make mOra), deci-
.

'sions.on the basis,of good reasons. This implies that there
-

areaways of determin'tng whether the two sorts of easons

involved in moral reasoning are good reasons. It further

implies that when there are good reasons both for land against_

taking an action, there afe ways of determ,ining which is qe

better reason. It is af' the point of sayiitg how one deter-

mines the adequacy of reasons that,cognitive ,dedisoniSts

begin to part company. Nonetheless there is Some eleMent Of,

agreement, even on this matter. Remember that one sott Of



i'reason invoaved 'in- moral- deliberation is a belief about what

actaop will fulfill the moral princi.ple or i;deaS;, This

belief may:be an idea either.about soMe emp,irical matter

4
abeipt the' meaning of a term. "Obvlously if-either sort of.

false,,,it does pot qtlarify ag a goad,reason,. Tho
. -

means of determining the ti-ui.Ah of-empirial.beliefs are well
a

'dstablished. This is nOt say that such verification is
A I

always an easy matter; it is not! Appropriate means for

determining the truth of beliefs abcipt.the menings of words-

are also available, but they are,not so well known,.. Moral
,

education' must -teagh people to vetitY their relevant empiri-

cal 1Seliefs and to be clear about the meanings-of the con-'
(,

cepts they use in moral reasonin9. On these points dognitive

decTsionists are in firm agrement. Carrying out ttmsp

tasks, however, requires a variety of abilities and under-
.,

standings not peculiar to moral education. It is at this

point that moral education shades into education simpliciter.

s.

liow the moral 'ideal or principle'involved in !one's rea-

soning can be justified is.a more complex question. Still,

cognitive decisionists'agreethat such ideals and principles

can be justified. My.own view is that there are a.,variety of
4

telOS to be taken in-this attempt, including (a) determining

that the pr,inciple is deducible from ,a previously justified

(b) determiiling t-hat the consequen f everydhe



'gm

,adoptini the p'tilliciple 'would not be disastrous, (c) deter-.
, .

mining that one can accept-the morAidecisions that issue

from the principle in aq cases to which it logically ap-

,plies, and (d) determining that.thp principle can be pub-

licly advocated without,defeating the point Of acting 6n

'the-principle. A cOmplAe'justificption of a moral princi'me.

4,
ple would also.entail .showing'that in' some sense it woirld

be rational to adopt the pringiple and irrational not to

adopt it. On this point, too,,I think cognitive decision-
,

ists would Agree. Interestingly, diagreement, centers not

so much on what principles are considered to be justified

but on how they can kl show'n to ,be rational.

Let us now flesh out our account of the 'cognive-deci-

Sion approach by looking briefl t the work Of, sevei-al

prominent figures in the area. We wi3l be con.cerned with.

both those who have concentrated mainly on explicAing the

content of moral educatipn and those who have actuallycar-

ried out educational programs from this point of view.

Contribution 04 /Richard Peters

The work of Richard Peters (196197)2, 1974) being both
4

influential and'comprehensive, makes a good ptarting place.

In Peters' view, rational morality is concerned with actions

or decisions for Which thdte are reasons. These reasons

derive from personal ideals and'from three different orders

of rules govrning interpersonal "ccynduct. The most sfgnifi-
fr

4
6. I
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1 411,

6nt class of rules are those which PeteA calls fundam9iital

.principl,es: impartiality, respect for persons, the consid-7

eration of intetests, fraedom, 'and truth telling. These

principle's are fundamental because they must be presuppose'd .

by anybne who seriously asies, as Petet§ asic, "What are there

reasons for doing? To put the matter another way, the.fun-

damental principleS are-presuppositions of being rational in

dealing with moral issues. The principles determin-e what

features of a situation are morally relevant considerations,

i.e., count as reasons in determining moral decisions. One

central concern of moral educatidn, then, is that students

come to learn these fundaMental principles. This does not

necesSarily mean that tv sbould learn any particular formu7

lation of the principles but only that certain kinds of con-

siderations are morally rere3ant. Further*, these fundamental

p inciples must be Iearned in such a way that they become

-operative in the students! conduct, functioning.as motives

whi.Ch -move them to act: 1

Rational morality also involves the use of Aat Peters

calls basic moral rules. These are the rules that, Oven the

fundamental principles, are necesary to any continuing form

of social life; they Flate'to the avoidance of pain and

injury, keeping contracts, respecting property, caring, for

the young. Just as principle's must become personalized as

motives, so too must basic rules become p!rsonali,zed as

4

1 5
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4

character traits such as honesty, fairness, and unselfish-

ne.ss. Fundamental.pr nciples and basic moral rules are

justified in all societies at all times.

The third orde4 of Peters' ru es, which are" reerred to

as rules of a more relative sort, ar.e tied to particular

. social conditions., Tbese relative iules are jtIstified by

reference to fundamental principles or basic rules and the

facts of.life in a given sobiety. When the facts of social

life change, a previously justified relative rule may .cease

to be justified. Peters does not make cleaf what part these

relative rules should play in'moal educatidn. While learn-

ing fundamental rules and basic principles is part of learn-,

ing moral-reasoning, presumably the relative rules-are part

of, the content about which we are to learn to reason.

Cotmitment to personal ideals is, for Peters, as much a

goal of moral ed,ucation as is commitment to rules governing

interPersonal.b9havior. He. argues that "to get a boy cot, ,

mitted to some worihwhile activity such as chemistry or en-

g neering is no less part of iflis moral education than damping

down his selfiShness' (Peters, 1974, p, 290).

Teaching rules and ideals is not the only concern o

moral education. In addition to developing the motives and

character traits associated-with f6ndamntal principles and,

'basic rules, moral educators must seek to develop those very

general traits of character which relate

8

16
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which people follow rules and pursue their ideals. As ex-
_

amples of.sueh traits, Peters cites integrity. persiStence,

determination, consciientiousness, an'd consistency. PoSsess-
%

ing these traits is what is meant by having charactet

strencjth.of character.

40
Hatkit formation.too has its role .to play, in moral edu-

cation.. Not only is it desirable that some yirtue SuchAs

honesty be developed as habits; it is also neeessarY that .

children be introduced to some.of the baSic rules as'ihabits.

.of action, since children must learn to behaxie in accerdaiia

with these rules before
,

they can unciersand the.reasons be-
,

hind tilem. l'etrers sees no necessarY conflict'between devel-

oping habits and developing reasoning. Reason is seen as

providing a framework fan habit, making it intelligent.

Peters cautions that moral principles cannot be learned

in i.solation from the content of a .moral tradition. He con-

Agnds that "(adherence to principles must n t be conceiqed as

self Oontained; t must be conceived of as being bound up

witM and modifyirig some kind of content" (Peters, 1974,'

p. 28&).

This content includes the various views in a society con-.

cerning (a).what sorts of activities are worthwhile; (b) what

obligations and duties are associated with various social

roles such'as teacheri father, husbahd, etc.; (c) what gen7

bral rules .govern conduct between members of a society;



/
(d) whit motivatihq purposes are_acceptab and (e) what

character gaits are desirable.
1

Contribution of John Wilson

A second- major figure in the cognitive-decision.. approach-
.v

is John Wilson (Wilson, 197..3a, 1973b; Wilson,rWilliams sc

7
Sugarman, 1968). Wilson, who ha.s written voluminou'sly on the

topic of moral education,- has many interesting things bo say

tbcyth about its content talg the way'in which 't might be,coh-
r
ducted. I will mention, however-, only what I bake to be

Wilson's most significant contributions to the field: a-Chis

'careful analysis oi the components of moral competence i.e.,

the knowledge, abilities, and dispositions necessaryifor. mak-

ihg ration'al moral decisions.; and his discussion ofhe me ns

of assessing these components.

Since Wilson's conceptualization of tiler' components of

moral-Competence is b sed on Har"s(I analysis of moral

reasoning, let me cite briefly 'the maj4- conClusions of this

analysis. According to Hare, moral jud4ments.have two por-
.

tant logical features: They are prescrifptive and universa-

tlizable. By prescriptive is meante that the'function of moral

judgments is to guide conduct, to tell us what to choose and

do. A particular moral judgment is uniyersalizable when it

- commits One to a moral rule goerning-allcases similar in

relevant ways to the case being j d#(-1.. Combining these

-.two featutes, we see that makirtg a moral judgtent 'entails.

8



prescribipg universally, i.e.,.prescribing for:all persons

in relevantly similar circumstances.-'.Given these logical

features of moral j'udgment, dt is a necessary condition of

, the ratiopality of such a judgment that the judger is Able

to accvot the univ4rsal prescription implicit in it.

,0-
Tbe components oT competence Wilson ientifies as neces-.

sary to-making rational moral deCiSions can-be summarized as

follows (Nilson,.1.973a, pp. 38=39):

Having Ihe coacept of "person"

Claiming to use' this concept in an overriding, pre-
scriptive, and universalized principle

Haviig feelings which support this principle, either
.of a "duty-oriented" or a "person-oriented" kinti

4

Having the concepts of various emotions

Being able in practice to identify emotions, et6.,
in oneself,_:whether these are at A conscious Or
unconscdous level

Being able in practice to Identify ebotions,
in other_people whether these are at a.conscious or
unconsciObt level

'Knowinq dther ("hard") facts relevant to moral de'ci-
sipns

Knowing the sources of these facts, i.e. , where to
find them out

"Knowing how"--a skill element in xiealing with moral
situations as evinted in verbal and nohverbal com-
munication with others '

Being in. Practice 'relevantly alert" to mOral si u=
ationS and seeing them as s'.uoh

41Thinking thoroughly about such s tua ions .
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4-,
.

.

Making an overriding, prescriptive, and, universa-

lized.decisiory.to actin others! interests, as a

result of.the foregoing

Be.ing sufficiently wholChearted, free from uncon-

scious countermotivation, etc.,.t6\carry out the

above decision, when able .

Wilson'has done 'Much of the conceptual spadework nec-

essaty for deveLoping appropriate, measures to assess the

.degzee to, which persdns have'acquired the. various Abilities

and disposit-ions needed for rational moral de4sion making%
4

He makes clear that the assessment of moral competence is a

. subtle and complex business:

In attempting to assess human-(rational) behavior

we have td assess Sls ,reason, and.the rulesror.

.principles S foilows,When.he.performs. the actiOn.-

This catinot be.dgne merely 'by observing overt'

physical,movementby just taking phatograph:s ,as.

it were. We haVe tp knoW'what.goes on in_Sls

"head,"'what "overriding syllogism" S ids 161-

lowing at the time. It may seem that the re-,

searcher can'easily guess .(induce) ,this from S's

.Overtbehavior;_and.under'certain conditions this

Alay:be true. But-these conditions arernot eaST'

to establish. (Wilson 1973a,'.

this quotation Wilson highlights an impottant dis inction

between cogrlitivist and noncognitivist approaches tO ass

ment. ,Cognitivists.are typically aS much cOncerned.with

finding out-the reasons' behind what students do as they are

with-finding out what students do. Noncognitivists tend to

'e .relatively unconcerr with students' reasons. Behavior

is their focus.

Wilson goes on to, make some vety worthwhile suggestions
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about the Ka9s in which we might attempt to asSesS each of

the components hehas idenfified. Unfortunately, little has

yet been done in following .Up his suggestions.

Research Problems and Successes
A

So far I have portrayed, at least roughly, the-general

goals of the cognitive-decision approach arid-tbe more spe-
4

cific components of knowledge, abilities and dispositions it-

seeks to develop. Ideally I should now 90 bn to review tO

research concerning the best ways to;develop these Components

and summarize for you our current state of knowledgeWbout

these matters. Unfortunately, itiis extremely difficult to

identify the relevant literature. Consider, for ekample, the

component Wilson identifies as Emp, the.ability 'to determine .

the emotions of others. Presumably, the, large body of lit-
. '

erature,on empathy should tell us somethiAg about how this

ability may be developed. But im ediately we run into prob-

lems. Researchers ofteh operationally define empathfy in stch

a way that it is nOt clear s4hat refevanc'e, if any, it has to

the ability called Emp. Consequently, one has to do a great

deal of,searching to find xesearch that is clearly pertinent;

Even then therel'is little whichspeaks to the problem of how

Emp may be-developed in an educational setting. One-notable

.
exceptiop is the work of Natale (1972), who attemptecLto in-

crease.empathy by-teaching critical-thinking skills. (Natale

also provides a useful review of the literature on empathy.)

13
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His eswerimental program significantly increased student

,performance on at least one measure of eMpathy that could

plausibly be taken to ,be'a measure of cei:tain aspects of'

Emp.

Similar difficulties are encountered in attempting to

identify the research relevant to the teaching of the ot
I.

-

components. Presumably the body of research op resistance

.,

to temptation and delaying gratification-has some relevance .

for teaching pe sons to do What they have decided is-the

right thing to do. Presumabili the.research on altruism and

helping behaVior has some relevance t9 our concern with

teaching persons to adopt the principle of consideri'n the

interests of others.

But we must beware of making,uncritical assumptions re-

garding p.uch relevance. In particular we. must keep in mind

Wilson's caution that useful resfarch must employ assessment

measures which take account cif subjects' reasons as well as

behaVior. Much of the researc1-1 concerning altruism resis-

tance to temptation, etc., does not do this.
-

1K sum, I cannot tellyou what we know e';as a regUlt.of
AO

research) about how to achieve theobjectives of the cogni-

mtive-decision approach. Finding out what we know is itself

a conceptual and empirical Lask .6f considerable proportions.

My ghs.s.is that in the final analysis, research to date

has very little to tell us.

1 4t
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One thing we do know as the result of several good re-

search studies of a very different sort is that we can suc-

cessfully.teach some-rationar moral decisi,pn-making abilities

in a school setting. Two such studies are worthy of mention,

.here. Oliver alnd Shaver: (1966) devised a curriculum focusing

on discussion of controversial social-values ipsues. This
%

6erriculum attempted to teach concepts and skills for analyz-

ing societal issues, a we1i as Ipowledg about the issues.

Students in the experimental- program had signifIcantly higher

achievement than da those in the control group on tests

_measuring apalytic concepts and skills. These Analytic con-

cepts and skills are basically ones that cognitive decision-

ists would think necessary tO:rational deliberation about

values issues concerning-social policy,'! TheAincl.ude, for

example, the ability to differentiate faFtual claims from

values claims, the ability to Aetect and'clarify ambiguous or

confusing uses of words, the ability to determine the relia-
v

bility pf factual claims,'ana the*ility.to identify parti-

cular Aecisions s falling under general values principles.

Noteworthy also is file work of Meux, Evans, Applegate,

Casper, and Tucker (1974). This project developed materials

to teach a det of abilities identified aSNrelevant to making

rational values decisions. Included were abilit-ies rerated

to identifying and clarifying values claims, gathering and

assessing relevant empiricaloclaims,, identifying the v lues

15
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'standardb that makefacts count as reason§ for a values .judgt

mentlerld determining the justificationfor a. values pridCi-

ple. :Judged by paper7and-penCiI testst students the ex-

perimentlalproffam made significiiit gains in abilities re-
,

lated to severfal of these tasks.

.,To claim tliat either of the above educational programs
a

h d outstanding success would be unwarranted. Still, event

modest Success in this admittedly difficult project sho4d be

reassuring to the cognitive decisionist.

Strengths of the.Cognitive-Decision Approach

The major 'strength of this approach is that i.t embodies

the most justifiable view of the nature and aims of moral

education. Richard Peters, who has carried out a detailed

analysis of the concePt of education Characterizes it as

initiation into worthwhile knowledge and understanding:

'TheApore recent and TiOrp:.specific.,Concept [at edu-
catidni links such processes with the development
of stateS of a person that involve.knOwledge and
understand'ing.in depth and breadth,Hahd also sug-,
gests tflat they are degirable. (Hirst & petts,
1970, p. 25)

It should be cle-ar that knowledge, as Peters is using the
6

term, does not mean mere 'information. IinvolveS, rational

belief, i.e., belief supported by evidence that is warranted:

and that is understood by the believer.

In contrast to education, indoctrination, accoerding to



the Jnalysis of Flew (1966) and Green (1964-1965), involves,

tfie initiaiion of p,ersons into- doctrinelike beliefs-such '07,at

these bdliefs are fixed and not held on the basis:of evi-
,

s

dence. Consequently, new evidence has no effect =A the be-
,

liefs. The reasdn indoctrinaion is condemned almost univer-

sally is that it does not respect the person as' a rational,

i

being with the xight to construct his beAefs on the basfs of

- his own tests against experience.

Clearly, then initiate children into certain moral'

beliefs and their associated modes of conduct merely because

'they are dominant1 beliefs in the tradition of a society is to'

shun education and to court indoctrination. On the other

hand; merely,helping'children clarify their moral yiews fallp

far short of anything that could count as education. If

eduCating a pet'on implies initiating him into justified or

ratiodal-beliefs And the modes of reasoning by which such
1

, beliefs are established, then a justifiable view of moral

education must,give pride of place toinitiating persons into

rational moral beliefs and the modes of reasoning by which

moral judgments are justified. This, of course, is'juat what

the cognitive-decision approach does. But such a donception =

of moral education.makes.sen-se only if it is passible to

plicate moral reasoning -in such a way as to show that som

moral beliefs or soce ways of reasoning to moral conclusi na

7)
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are more rational than others. This explains why cognitive-
-,
decision theorists spend so mUch time elaborating and defend-

,

ing conclusions ;about what counts as being'rational in mat-
.

ters of Torals.

Not only does the cognitive-de9ision approach represent

the most jutifiable view,of moraj educatjon, but it also em-

. bodies -.the most defensible. View of.citizenshitieducation for

a dynamic democratic society. To be a good citizen in Such

a society, it is not sufficient that:a person be socializ:

the preva4ing attitudes and beliefs; he must have the

.knowledge and skills to reflect kritically on the'society's

institutions and policies.and to reason constructively with

others in working out better institutions and policies. It

is the fact of change coupled with the ideal of-individual

participitionsin working odt social policies, and the de-

mand for consensus on justified policy (not just for copsen-
,

sus) that points to the need' for citizens to be educated in

rational decision making.

Unresolved Issues in the Cogpitive-Decieion Approach

Despite,the obvious' strengths of the cOgnitive-decision

<14

,approach, there are some very important issues to be re-
.

.solved by those who adopt this viewpoint. Some of these

issues have to do with the conceptual framework within which

cOgnEitive-decision theorists work; others are more straight-

foivard empirical issues. Let us turn first to those which

18
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are conCeptual. In so far as possible

I think we may seek to resolve them.-
Conceptual,Issues

N

II indicate how

Perhaps the most basic challe9ge to the cognitive-'deci-
%

sion position,comes from those who allege thaf moral sen-

stiments are, like mattrs of taste, basically nonrational;

consequently it makes no sen*e to talk of moral judgments

bein true, justified, or wek1 grounded. If this allegation

wee truei it would-mean that 'all versions of cognitive-

decision'theory mus.t be wrongheaded and nonsensical. I d

not, however, regard this as a serious issue, since the

noficognitivist allegatlon is obviously false. Cogn_itive

theorists differ with regard tofthe ways-in which they at-
.

.--,/tempt to refute the allegati9n. Scriven (1975) takes per=

haps,- the hardest line,. Denying. that there is any basic dif-
.

ference between the way.in which empirical statements and

values statem'ents aie ju*selfied, he arglies that moral deci-
,

sions can be justified by deducing them from definitional

truths together with empirical truths or by showing them

to be the best explanation of a given range of4phercomena

.Scriven's argument probably would n9t be acceptable to

400

the majority, of cognitive-decision theorists. However, there

is another rebuttalof the noncogn_4tivist position that makes

le'ss strong claims and would, I think, be acceptable to cog-

- nitivists in general-. This rebuttal calls attention $o some

19
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very obviou* facts about our moral life -and language and

points-out that a noncognitivist position can be maintain.ed
-

only at the expense of ignoring these facts: , We do ask -for

and give ipasons for moral claims; we do accept some reasons

as relevant ah'dfreject others as irrelevant; we do ctallenge
_)

moral claims by offering counterexamples;we do ask for and

givJmoral advice. None of this lgould make sense were moral

cOmmitments merely- matters of taste or feeling and moral

argument merely nonrational persuasion.

A second issue to be resolved by those taking a.cbgni-

tixe-decision approach has to do with- explidating the stan-

dards of justification that apply to moral decision making.

We noted earlier that although cognitive decisionists agr'be

that there are standards of justification, .they hold very

.s.- different opinions about whgc4the standards are; Consider,
I.

for example,-the vie'Ws of Hare (1963).and Peters (1966,

1972, 1974) discassed earlier. Hare, you wi remember,
.t

eregards any, moral-judgment as fully justified so long as

the judger genuinelY accepts the universal prescription im-

plicit in t. Many other theorists acc,9pt this as onlp stan-

dard of justification but insi/st that it is not suffictent..

'Ley point out that Eare'S/view would a1low..4s fufy jus-

tcfied those moral decisions.ordinarily taken elo be para-
*

digms of unjust decision_Ear example, the judgment that
7-

cane ought to kill every Jewish person one can find would



.'".

be fully justified so long as one could accept a universal

prescription that anyorle should kill Jews; and that this

should be done even if the judger_himself, or his family or

friends, are Je$4,5k:

Peters, as we noted earfier,,suggests that moral deci-

sions are justified'to the extent that they arde consistent

with fundamental moral pr_inciples and' basic Moral rules.

Thus he sets more stringent requirements for justification

than does Hare. He also has a problem that Hare does not:

He must give some account of how decisions are to be jus--:

tified when'fundamental principles come int) conflict.

This lack of agreement would appear to be a very serious

.issue for those who would devise a program of moral education

using a cognitive."decision approach. To build a viable edu-

cational program, we need to klow fairly clearly what stan-

,dards of justification apply to moral deciSions. It is not

enough simply to know that there are standards.

There are several ways in which to resolve this issue,

none of which I find completely saUdsfactory. .0ne.might

be so convinced by'the argument in favor of a particular

theory of justifi,cation as to be unbothered by the fact that

is disputed by other theorists. One migAt ther develop

a program of moral education based on the favored-theory.

Wilson, think, exemplifies'this approach. Two sorts of

difficulties attend this 'stance. First, the theory may turn

21
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out to be wrong important respects. The history of
F

Neories of moral justification shouid caution us against

arrogance in this matter. Second, there is the.political

diffipiculty of getting support tor an ational program

based upon a theory which is oliviously disputed.

A second possible stance iS to build an educational pro-
.%

gram that does not presuppose the truth of any particular
t

theory of moral justification. Such a program would attempt

to teach students to seek f:iequate justifications not only

for their moral judgments but also for the very theories of

justificatipn they adopt in.justifying their, Moral judgments.

'In doing so, they would presumably be taught to guide their

search by such'general considerations of, rationality as open-

mindeapess consistency, and respect for facts, logic, and

clarity of concepts. This, I take it, is the approach fa-
.

vored by Scriven (1975) and McClellan (1976). Although such

an approach is appealing, it is not at.all clear that it is

feasible. It seems to require that children be capable of

following meta-ethicar theorizing such tJiat they can make

critical choices among theories of justification, If they

lack this capability, they may be left at some middle level

of justification which is for 'them arbitra y and which may

perhaps be unjustifiable.

A third stance is made possible by a fact I mentioned

earlier, i.e., that cognitive-decision theorists tend to

22
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azree on the basic moal principles they regard as,justi-

- fiable. Most would agree, I think, that the principle of

.equal consideration of interests is justifiable. Given this

principle, they would probably also agree thit it is possible

to justify most of the fundamental frinc.iples and.basic rules

that .Peters (1974) mentions. We might build a program in

which these principles are 'taken at least tentatively as the

standards for lUstifying moral decisiA'6. We could attempt

also to get students to examinse the justification for these

principles in so far as they are able: Students not capable

of meta-ethical reasoning would not in this case be left wit4

justifying principles that are themselves completely unjus-

tifiable.

A third issue for the 5ognitive-decision theorist has to

do with delimiting the area of moral decision. Some theo-

rists have defined moral decision in such a way as to include

only decisions about actions which may affect important in-

terests of-Other persons. Other.theorists, notably Peter*,

have defined the basis of moral decision more broadly. .Thus

Peters regards becoming committed to worthwhile activities as

partyf moral education. Resolving this issue i8 really a

matter of-deciding how big a task to fit under the rubric of

moral education. The broader conception of moral education

maltes it virtually coextensive with education in general.

23
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My own preference is for the narrower conception, since this

in itself is likely to be a complex and demanding enterprise.

If we are going tO be4able to tell.how well we are accbm-

,plishing the task of moral education, we Must haye a clear

conceptuallzation of thgNcomponentsf the skills, abi ities,

inclinations, etc.--that are necessary to making and acting

on rational moral judgments. This brings us to a fourth is-

sue: -What is the most fruitful'way of conceptualizing .these

.components? We have already taken no,t.e0.kf the work of 'Wilson
.... ....

-

in this area. It should ba clear; hoWeVer, that Wilson's is

only one of many possible ways of doing this. Determining

which scheme is best is not a matter tO be settled solely. by

conceptual analysis. It requires empirical investigation 4s

well

Empirical Issues

One question of fundamental import.ance for the cognitive

decisionist concerns the extent to which it is possible' to

teach people the.knowledge, abilitieS, and dispositons that

are constitutipeof rationality in moral matters. Some op-

ponents pf the cognitive-decision approaCh claim that you

cannot teach people to think rationaily about moral issues.

This seems to me unwarranted. There are those who quite

often decide mor4l issues rationally, and a great many more

sometimes make rational moral decisions. Clearly they were

not all born with the required ability ,and disposition.

24
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Somehow they learned these things. If sudh things can be

learnede.there is at least a good chance that they Can be
' I

taught, or at least "facilitated;u 'by- some structured expe-
.

rience.

HoweVer, even if it turns out that some people can be

taught to think 'rationally about moral issues, there still

--is the very important question of how many can learn how much

in-Ihe way of becoming rational. Research bearing on this r

question tends to be discouraging tb the cognitive decision-

ist. The vast majority of programs designed to teach any

sorts of reasoning.abilities have had only very limited suc-

cess.- FurtheN-, it.is well known that not all students, even

in senior high school, have reached the stage of cognitive

development which Piaget calls the level of foxmal operFa-

tions. Without achieving this level a student could probably
Min

nOt acquire the full range of rational moral decision-making'

aXa7fetties. It is, of course, an open empirical question

whether cer3,1tral moral-rearaing abilities involving formal

operations can be taught to persons who do not normally rea-

son at the formal level: But I 'know of no research evidence

(that would make,us vevy optimistic about this possibility.

4inal1y, it should be noted that if Kohlberg's (1971) invar-

iant-stage theory is correct, tudents will be incapable of

accepting the equal-consideration principle as the basic

principle for justifying moral decisions untii 'they hMTe.
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passed through preconventional and conventional orientations

toward justification. 2

Given theee-considerations,'it is_easy to become overly

pessimistic about the chances of teaching' rational moral-

decision abilities,and dispositions. We must remember that

teaching any mode of thinking is likely to be a very long and

demanding business', requiring many years of serious effort,

not just months. In my view, critical-thinking projects tend

to expect too much achievement in too short a time. Demon-

strably we have been able to educate persons to rational-

thinking in mathematics, science history, etc. 13t this

has notipeen accomplished quickl Since moraloreasoning is

every bit as complex and demandipg.as these other modes of

reasoning, we ought to expect the teaching of it to require

just as mudh time and effort.

This still leaves us with the question of whether there

are some individuals, perhaps a large percentage, who cannot

learn to be rational in making-moral decisions. This may

well be the case, but it is hot known to be the case. Stud-

ies show only.that many persons have not reached Piaget's

stage of formak operations and Kohlberg's Stage 6; not that

people are incapable of reaching these stages. All we know

for sure is that our current educational means are insuffi-

ciently Powerful. We should also beware of accepting too

quickly the constraints Khlberg's invariant-stage equence

26
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fheory places on-a cognitive-decision program of moral edpca-

tion. It is still an open empirical question whether direct

teaching of the principle of equality and the grounds_for

acceptingit can be effective even for persons in Stages 1

through 4.

White we are on the topic of the possible constraints

-on moral education, it is appropriate to note that the cog-

nitive-decision approach does nA regard moral education

as an all-or-nothing affair. Some increase in person s

abilities and disp9sittons to make rationa'l moral decisions

is better than none. Wilson (1973a) makes this clear in dis-

cussing the.ways in which components of moral competence can

be present in persons in varying degrees. There are some

kinds of learnings, howeverc that are central to moral corn-.

petenCe, and these must not be eroded too far, lest we defeaf

the point of the entire enterpriAC

Some critics of the cognitive-decision approach tend to

regard it as a paper tiger.' ft is ll very well, they say,

to teach people to think rationally about moral issues, but

surely the goal of moral educatiOn Tust be to teach people

to act morally, to be moral. At this crucial pbint, they

allege, the cognitive-decision approach lacks real teeth.

Oliver (Oliver & Bane, 1971), for examplelhas become dis-

illusioned with a strictly cognitive approac1:1.- Students in

his experimental project apparently le'arned to apply rat.ional

0111
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thinking skills and standards as tools for winning arguments

obviously want people tO do what they have deCided is tiN

'withothers bp,t gave no e
)
idence pf usinig them seriously in

making,moral decisions.

Such-criticism has bite because cognitive decisionists

right thing to do. They focus attention on acquiring moral

knowledge, or understanding, because they believe this.will

affect. what people do. But getting someone to understandWr

that x is right does not logically entail his doing x, even

if we add the qualification that the understanding is genuine

and sincere. (Many philosophers e argued for a position

in which something like this entailment holds.) It certainly

is possible for cognitive teaching not to have the desired

influence on action. It seems, then, that the cognitive de-

cisionist can support his position only by producing'evidence

that cognitive teaching influecet actiog,
, Mt

Citing instances in which cognitive teapg.has obvi-

pusly failed to affect action in the desired direction, crit-
,

ics.are wont- to.Cdnclude that cognitive teaching by itself

cannot be effective; that we must seek.more direct means of

,ihfluencing adtion, ,including such things,as changing affect,

attitudes,%and habits by various noncognitivemeans. Some

cognitive decisionists hav# themselves argued for giving such

techniques a place within an overall cognitive approach. As

you will recall, Peters (1974) has attempted to reconcile the

28
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inculcation of habits with the development of rea-son.

-I think i1 would be a very serious Mistake for cognitive-
,

-
decision theorists to accept the charges of their critics

and move readily in the .direction,of incorporating ,noncogni-

tive techniques.within their prograliN.\ Such a move would put

them inaa hazardous position with regard to the so-c0.led

paradox of moral education. That is to say, it may- involve

them in the use of manipulative, and therefore immoral, means

to promote the ends of moral.4education. am not here claim-

ipg that the use of noncognitive means to teach people tp -do

what they have decided is right is always imMoral. But I do

think that those who would empr,oy such mefans bear the burden

of proof and must show that their specific efforts are not

manipulative and thus not immoral.

The point is that we should employ n ncogn4ive means

only if it is true that ceagnitive teaching cannot be gffec-

tive--and pertaps not even then. But even given the weak-

est interpretation of the claim that cognitive teaching by
-

itself caMot be effective, critics of the cognitive-de@ision

'.approach have not established the truth of that claim. Sup-

pose we interpret.it in such a way that its truth bould.be

'established by showing that most plausible cognitive-decision

app oaches had been tried and,had failed. The matter would

still be problematical, for we have sc;i'rcely begun to use our

ingenuity amd-resources to devise and impleme,nt cognitive-
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decision approaches to mOral education.
.-

Thqd*points are not likely to persuade anyone, o Adopt

a cognitive7decision-Approach. In choiosing a moral-educa-

tion point of view one wantsmore than a8surancps that it.
is neither immoral nor known tal_bc',imPossible. _Let us see

if there are =Ice positive assurances to be 'offered. It was

noted atiove that the relationship between knowing what is

right and doing what is right is not one of logical entail-

ment. I want to suggest ow that it is not.merely a con-

tingent relationship either-. Moral reasoning is baM.oally

reasoning about what to do. To know or understand that

something is right is to have good reasons for doing 'it.

To have a reason for an action is to have a motive for doing

t. Peters (1974) is correct to emphasize the importance of.

motives in moral education and their relationship to prin-

ciples and reasonsNoral reasoning is suffused with affect

from, the very beginning. Affect is not something tacked on

to the supposedly Cold logic of moral reasoning. There is

no mystery about how moral knowledge motivates. Moral rea-

soning begins in the context of human wants, desires, and

interests. Moral knowledge is ultimately akin to knowledge
a,

of what I want to do when I fully understand the consequences

of the alternatives before me.

Cognitive-decision approaches to moral education have no

greater problem teaching people ,to do the right thing than do

3 0
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many noncognitive approaches. The problem for both arises

because in many cases peope are subject toConflicting ma i

vating conditions. Vor instance, one may be motivated-by niS

moral decision to tell the truth and maY also be motiriaed to

lie by his desire not to get into trouble,. Our problem is to

enable students to see the nature of moral reasoning clear

so that the motives associated with moral decisons are stro

enough to override other motives that have not been ration-

ally examined. Notice, however, that this does, not neces-

sarily entail abandonment of the cognitive-decision approaqh

what we must ensure is that moral decision making i always

*seen as a genuine process of deciding what .to do. We must

never allow it to be merely an intellectual game. Reasons

considered in.deliberation must be genuine motivating rea-

sons, not just considerations generally thought to be rele-

vant.

Recommendations for Research and Development

klearly, there is much we must learn if we are to have

effe tive moral-education programs. In this section I will

, mention a few kinds of research and development that deserve

high priority.

1. A high priority, perhaps the highest should be given

to the development of materials and programs for training .

teachers. It may seem odd to suggest that we be concerned
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with teacher preparatj.on before we have developed reliable

echniques and methods to attain the various moral-reasoning
_

abilities-and dispositions; the latter are usually taken to

be prerequisite to the former. *Still; there are good reasons

,for setting this order of priorities. 'These reasons become

c1ear when we contrast our capability for moral education

with out, capabiliM for conducting-historical or scientific

education.

We now know quite a. lot about what is we want td ac-

complish in the way of moral education.. In terms of goals;

moral education is on fairly equal footing with regatd to

( history or science education. But our ca2ability for history

and science education is greater--not because research has

determineAhe most reliable and effective means of attaining

the eduCatiOnal objectives in these areas. It has not. But

we do have history and scienceteAchers whO understand the

concepts and ways of reasoning ,embodied in history ancLsci-

ence as well as the established historical and scientifiC

-conclpsions. Given this understandingc teachers can'use

their general'knowledge pf teaching and leatning.to devise a

variety of worthwhile actitities and met:hods. Now; with re-

gard to moral education we have no large nuMber of teachers

who are well versed in the concepts and modes of reasoning

peculiar to.the. area.

Teaching prospective teacizers a'set of.procedures and,
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standards of moral reasoqing that they pan'pass on totheir

students will not do, although this would be better .han

nothing. Wha.t the moral educator needs is some'sensativç
,k

erstandi0 of moral reasoning suck -tpat be can exemplify

it a in-iti.ate students into'it-in 'conjoint inquiry. .This

understanding is like Ae knowledge-needed by a science.,.or

histoty teacher. .It is do4tful that anyone has ever pro-

duce si-any significan.E history or science-asp a re'Sult of
?

learning Ito tollow a recipe. It is'well known, for example,

that desbigfions,of procedutes and teehniques for doing sci-

ence tend to be virtu
,

less in teaching persons to "do

thW-connection, that moralscience.TM. 1Pie should note,

education is not so much concerned wit0 teaehing Students'

about moral reasoning as it is with teaching students to do

moral reasoning.

Oakesbott (1925i) makes the point .that judg a

field by wh-ich he means sensitive ancl'fruitful thinking in a
,.

field, -cannot be taught.dlrectly. It is imparted obliquely

by thbse wtip have it and.exemplify it,to students in their

work. The good'teacher of history is not the_one who merely

teacheS the concnsions of -historians or' desc'ribeS 'hew
.

torians work.. Rather, he is the one. who engages us in his-.

torical thinking -with him, attuning uSto the truitful ques--

tion, the important distinctions, the'weighting'of a bit of,

evidence. Nor is it necessary that this.teaching all be done'
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by a teacher in the flesh^ Much can .be learned-about scien-
,

tific reason ng, for example, by studying the ways in which

noted scientists have pursued their in94iries. This, I take. v. .

t, is the real purposerito be

tory,of science.

The 'problem facea by moral eduoatars then, is that we

I.
do not have a corps of teachers-sEeeped in the tradition q

serious moral reasoning, nqr have we identified a body of
%

served by the study of the his-

literature exemplifying such reasoning. .*The teacbefs we must

rely upon for condUctin4 moral education are analogous, to

science_ teachers who know only what science they have picked

up from the popular press, from their own problem-solving at-

tempts, and from debates with their friends. Indeed, .to make

our fiypothetical science teachers truly analogous we must

suppose as well thatiAthey either are unconvinced that it is

possible to arlriVe at well-founded scientific conclusions or

do not take scient4fic reasoning seriously as a 'way of de--

-

ciding what,p beLieve about the world. Moreover, I fear

that the situation is only made worse by much of what is

currently being written about moral education, for it often

gives the mistaken impression that by learning a few rela.

tively Simple techftiques teachers can make a,significant

contribution to the moral education of their students. Hay-

ing student's attempt problem solving under he guidance of

a teacher knoWing little about scien ific reason'ing hag not
r-

;



proved to be a fruitful approachto teaching science. It

seems unlikely that having students discuss moral problems

under the guidance of teachers whd,know little about moral

reasoning will prove to be any more fruitful.

What Materials and techniques, .theii;- would be worth-

while for preparing teachers of moral education? Adequate

miterials for teaching about moral reasoning already exist,

bdt there arc two other sorts of mAterials which need to be

developed. First, we need.to,identify or create a body of

literature in which serious reasonimg ibout moral i,ssues

exemplified. This literature should exhibit diverse kinds of

justifying argu entsi be intelligible to persons having lit-
.

!

tle tac".ound in"moral theory, comer a range of dif,ferent

sorts of moral'issues, and'involve the application of a vari-
_ A

efy of moral principles. The purpose of this literature is

a.

to give Rrospective teachers a sense-of the nuances of moral

deliberation. To maximize its effectiveness, we should_also
411

develop a gloss for the writings, identify.ing the features of
,

the reasoning contained in each, document.

'Second, wetneed to colledt a large numberbf samples

of the moral 'reasoning of students. These samp/q44should

be arialyzed in at lleast two ways: (a) in terms.of the dis-

tinctly different kinds of jugtifying arguments .used, and

(b) in terms of the kinds of 16.6>%kes to whidh stpdents f

'

vidten. This sort of material is vitalv access to it has'the
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same importance for the prospective moral educator as access

to cadavers has for the prospective surgeon. Actual moral
_

reasoningqs likely.to be far more rich-and diversified than

examples we'could construct; teacher§ have to know how to-

partiqipate constructively in.actual moral reasoning. Since

samples%of reasoning cannot be recorded-except as they arp,_

manifest in-discourse, we, shall'bave to use Osur.inigCnition,

to devise ways co.getting stUdents to think Aloud about moral

questions.

2. Second on our list-0f priorities sh'ould be the de-

yelopment of valid and reliable instruments for-assessing the

attainment of the-loiowledge, abilities&and diS

stitutive of mocarreasobing.. To_sey -that co

sitions con-

available as-

sessment techniques are inaaequate is to,undersiate the case.

They are intolerably'poor. The"diffiCulties'of qUch
-

jlient Were allude'd to earlier. it the joto-is-to.be done wel1,7
-4

it will requir.e a team having both philosophic and psychomet

ric competence, and such a team is not easily put together.

Because' of differQtes of background and.training, philoso-

phers apd test developers tend not to speak the same lan-

guage.. My own experience is that it takes coniiderable time,

efforti and good will before,t y are able to understand one:

another fully.

-4. 'Finding eftective methods of teaching the componbnts

of moral reason'ing is truly,a Herculean task. Initially We



mUst rely on the good sense of experienced teachers-who un-

derstand moral reasoning and the point of moral educat.ion.

'Probably our best approach to research in Ihis area is an

---iftdirect one. Since,there.are manyways in which people go

astray in:their moral reasoning, we should determine th9Ae

;ways which 4re WOical-And_should teach -methods to check rea--

soning 4nd guard againi3t mistake's. We alsoashould'seek to

determine what it is that various kinds of students fail to

Jlearn, And why. In other words our research effOrs-pay be

most fruitepl if they are directed toward cases in which

rationality breaks down. In addition, we shoula seek to

identify and change more general conditions that interfere

with moral educatxon, e.g., the social.or authority,structure

of thff-school or unintentional'condit,ioning of students by

-their teachers.

One final point needs to be made about research leading
a

to effective methods of moral education. Because we talk of

Aoral-reasoning abilities, we may too easily fall into think

ing that we are coneerned,with skills,'i.e.l.performanceS

that can be learned by practicing. We may forget tat having

an ability can,be largely-a-mattet of having certain kinds of

concepts'and knowledge. Consider, for example, an ability

thought by-many to be essential to moral rbasoning: imagin

ing oneself in the Situation of another so as to appreciate

the consequences that an action has for him. While there may

4 5



possibly be some element of skill involved in this abilifty,

it seems to be mainly a matter of possessing appropriate

Concepes for Understanding the situations of others affdi

knowledge about the other person. Consider, too, theiabil-

ity to determine when a moral decision is called for, i.e.,
tA

when it is appropriate to take the moral point of view; this

sort of apility teems to depend 4arge1y on a set of moral

concepts which sensitize one to the morally relevant fea-

tures ol situations.

A research program aimed at developing effective ways

of teaching moral reasoning might wdll begin by finding out

what concepts are crucial to such reasoning and then finding

effective means of teaching these concepts.
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IMPLICATIONS hnt itESERVATION5:, COMMENTS ON:

JERROLD R. COOMBS'S PAPER

Harry S. Broudy

University of Illinois

Some questions are raised about the hi8torica1 per-
spective of Coombs's treatment of the cognitive-
decision approach to'moral education. The distinc
tiotis-'between moral experience, practical reasoning,
and moral reasoning are discussed and their iMplica-
tions for schooling examined. It is argued that,the
current public pressure for %oral education is b,pt
understood as a desire for the school to undertake
mOral training, and that the school can do the latter
only under very sidecial conditions. The cognitive-
decision approach is efended as providing rational
legitimation for the school's claim to autonomy,in
moral education.'

ilkJerrold Coombs's paper is a clear mprehensive analy-,

sis of the cogriitive-decision approach to moral education.

HO explicates and defends the theoretical stance of this

approach and "goes on to describe and assess the state of

the art ;vithl-espect to implementing it*in the schools.

agr6 with Coomb that the clarification of meanings

an cbancepts is far,ahead of the empirical research needed

for pedagogy, although Cotombs and Milton Meux h,ave undertaken

a number of the latter inquiries with considerable success.,

Some of the difficulties in using the cognitive-decision

)approach inthe schools tave,been attributed'carrectly to

lack of appropriate materials and some .tikthe Classrciom

41
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,teacher's lack of sophis ication in.moral, reasoning. How-
.

--ever, the reservations I have_about the paper-may indi,cate

why even the analysIs oi the difficulties,-as well as the

theoretical position rleeds yo lie consid,red in aperspective

broader thhn that of moral discpurse,

Historical Perspective,

One of my reservations concerns the degree to which the

authors-selected tor discussion (Peters, 'Wilson, Hare) ade-

quately represent the cognitivist tradition in ethics and

moral education. If the sine qua non of the cognitivist

position is a belief that moral decisions can be defended

rationally by moral reasoning, phen Plato and Aristotle down
,

to Kant and W. D. Ross, with innumerable figures in between,

would have to be included amolg the cognitivists. .Many Of

these philosophers differ as to how he mOral premises are

themselves cognized (intuition, common sense, divine illumi-

nation) but agree that the reasoning from these premises can

ot only valid but also an essential-feature_of moral

conduct.

Fven when pleasure accepted as the only), an,d the only

justifiable, motivO'for action the prudential *calculation

,

of' consequences is-defended as a rational process--at least,

Jeremy Bentham, the archutilitarian, thought this was the

only way ethics could be rational. This expansion of the

42
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clads of cogiittivists does not empty the class of noncog-

nitivisCs. It is still wela,populated by the emotivists,
.\

subjectivists mystiesf and relativists, botkexistentlal

and metiedological.

Regarding Moral 'education, Plato, in the Prqtagoras,
,

explored the implications of the question, Can virtue be

, taught? The currentweffort to find methods .of ConduCting_

"Moral education formally was anticipated by Socrates's query

aS to why, if virtue was knowledge, there were.ho special-
Ai

ists to teach it. And Protagoras's answer--that everybody '

teaches virtue--is highly relevant to whether schootik can

carry on moral education h the circumambient culture is not

already doing it. Furthermore, it would be difficult to find

an.educational theorist of any historical stature who did not

have views an moral education.

Distirictive Feature of Moral Experience

These animadversions on the representativeness of the

authors chosen by Cdombs to illustrate the cognitive-decision .

k
approach are not merely pleas for'historical and doctrinal

piety toward our philosophical ancestors. If, as Coombs

intimates, the technical sophistication of the public school

establishments with respect to ethical theory is not well

developedi then they may very well get the impression that

moral education was invented.in Britain in the last decade.
4
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If there is anything the public schools do not n it is
a bandwagon for Moral eduCation in American educa on ig-

norance of hitory is often the mother of innovation

If the cognitive-dectsion ppproach is what Coombs d

scribes, then it .givgs rise tx) another resep.ration. It has

'to do with that special feature of experience that makes it

distinctively-moral. Coombs notes that moral reasonkng is

a species of practical reasoning and is di-stinguished by AP

proceeding from a moral'ideal or %et of moral principles a.s

major premises. But this does not define moral. Not all

reasoning from wants, needs, goals, or even ideals to means

of achieving them is moralr Reasoning on how to get plea-

sure, power, glory, and money can be logically correct and

practically efficacious and yet not moral.

What I have in mind here is expressea by Mandelbaum's

observation:

In some choices we Leek that one of the alternatives
places a demand on us-, tat we are obliged, or bound
to act for it. This feeling of obligation appears as
being independent cif preference, as many of the alter-
natives within our experience do not. Where neither
alternative has this character, where our choices are
wholly matters of preference or desire, the choice /

which we face does not appear as a moralN.choice.
(Mandelbaum, 1955, p. 50)

It is perhaps no accident that in Coombs's paper, if

y impression is correq, the words ought, duty, and obli-

gation are not mentiOned, and the words right and wrong are

mentioned infrequently., Yet it is t*his qualitY of being

d:4
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demanded or comma-nded, as,perceived in situations that pre-
-sent us with alternatives, which has challenged moral phi-

, .

losophers and ethicists ta find apropriate concepts and

ganguage for its expression MxighOf the philosophiCal'

controversy has concerned the possibility of deriving Pre-
,

scriptions from descriptions,' i.e-w_deducing the-pught-,-from

the is; but phenom'enOlogically the perceitiOn of ari

is already an ought lies at the root of moral experience.

Perhaps,,aS Mandelbaum concludeS, ikkt. moral judgments are

grounded in our apprehension of relations of fittingness or

unfittingness between the responses of a human being and the

demands that inhere in the situation to be faced (Mandel-

baum 1955, 'DP. lal).

In any" event, for moral education, sehsitivity to such

fittingness and unfittingness is a necessf condition.

Without it a person remains amoral, as'amoral as a computer

programmod to execute a wide variety of reasonings from mor-

al principles. Without conflict between alternatives having-

this demand quality, there'is no need for moral reflection.

Making moral ecisions can be regarded as processing the

relatively unprocessed raw material of moral experience.

4

Implications for Schooling and the Community

It is this raw material for moral reasoning-that presents

a problem for schooling quite different from that confronting
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the philosopher. The latter can take for granted that there

are moral principles to which, by variouS psychological and

.
social mechanisMs, persons come to be sensitive. The philos

ophercan.concentrateA.therefarerN.on.the logical properties

of moral .reasonimg:.!ifti" the,parent and the,school, howevarA

sensitivity to the moral demand cannot be taken for granted'.-
'1-

1Mml when it does develop "normally," whatdter.that is taken

to mean1 the ,se-nitivity is to particular objects, persons,

adts and rules'. Again, this is .no apecial problem in a ,

homogeneous dommunity where the sensitization to the same

set of' objects, persons, acts, and rules. Moreover, in such

a coOlunity t;ig ability of the child to generalize moral
%

,situations and to reason from principles is not cotfounded

by 4iverse groups, infisfing on their Own'principles of jus-

tification. But: when a school houses children of highly

diverse pariptal groups, its first problem is not the quality

(if moral reasorOg but rather-whether the primary sensitivi

to the 9u9ht situatiOns is,uniform enough ,to make .it possible

to undertake morai reasoning.
,

That is why moral education presupt;(1)ses' moral training,

ie. , the formation by example, commands, and reinforcements,

by indiViduals and the comMunity, pf dispositions to respect

and introject certain rules of behavior, dress, speech, and

demeanor. Given these disPositions or-setS of habits which

Aristotle thought prerequisite to the study of ethics, moral

a
46
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education in the form.of moral reasoning refines and justi-

fies choices*by rational means.

41 But in addition,to being sensitive to the rules and prim-

/

7

ciples of moral choice, individuals need knowle ge about the

different values domains:I health, recreational economic,

associational aesthetic;lintellectUal, and religious. They

need to understand the rnge of these various domains, their

phe.nomenology as modes of experience the means for achieving
.

themj'and, above all, their relations to each other. Othdr-
,

wise moral reasoning r+ins without the content needed to

adjudicate clams of particular situations arid persons Upon

ourselves and others. iThat'is why purely formal approaplies

to moral 6icat1on, whether as exercises in solving moral di-

:

lemmas or practice in Moral discourse, have.a poor prOgnOsis

for the kind of results envisioned by the, public for moral

education (see Broudy, 1961, chaps. 4.7.11).

Coming to some of the recommendations in-Coombs's paper,

I note the need ..to identify or 'create a body of literature

in which serious reasoning about moral issues is exempli-

fied." This is a sound recommendation, but one would hav

thought that the literature and social studies in the con-

ventional curriculum contained a plethora of instances of

serious moral reasoning. Indeed, moral conflicts and.at-

tempts at resolving them constitute the major themes-of-lit;

erature and history. 'Mat a special project ilineeded for
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teachers who bold
,

the baCcalaure4t,e, degree toJidentify these'

themes seems to say-something about the teachers, or the

degree, or both. If the impi a.tii is cort:ect, is.
- e.

n9t Sur r ing, as Coombs obseres that teachers lack a

backgrOund in moral theory and reasoning. a'Coombs is probaA

right if, by such a Aeficit he means ineptnes ill the td117.

niques of moral argume:nt; but only technical.philosophers (by4

trade) have'this specialized skill. Just how many of the
f

specialized lapguagesof various Aisciplines should be mas- ,

tered py.t hers is lioth a theoretichl and practical 'ques-

tion. There are those who 4lieve ichat a *gdrieraliZed version

of these skills Can be -traught in the, form.of--speci.al course$

in critical or scientific thinking:. If. so; then-the develop-'

merit-of materials for his,kin'd of pro'gram'in the-field (4-

moral retasonirig would seem to make sense.
*

No ldss'sensible is-the'suggeStion tt4t.sampleS of pu-

moral.discourse should be gathered. These wOuld pro-

vide valuabl..e dA,1 for,research into the ptocess (logical and-

developmental ) of' moral reasoning. Whether it woul0 make a

diffrence 4a pedagogical strategy is another ma'tter, and'

whether teaching
/
children to reason ccmre.ctly (or eVen intel--

ligently) about moral issues would makea difference, in their

1̀1o6-havior. is still another. hositate to defend t.he''thesis
that philosophers adept at moral reasoning behave bette,r
".

than the general run of peole, but I-am convinced that.the
s'

48
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schools should mit take the responsibility for the reduction

-of crime, dandalism and political.chicanery. The improve-
,

meiht of moral reiSoning is justif ed' if-it can be shown to be

L
a necesSTary ingredient of Ihe educated person.

Moral Training versus Moral Education

If I may be f4rgiven a-seqi.jest to ilidstrate the.qiffert".

ence between moral training and moral education,'I would like

to,suggest Edith .13u.nker, of TV's "all in the Famiiyu. Uttering

. moral decisions and CoOmbs trating out the morgl reasoning
+.<

1

to justity.sthem. Edith has excellent mdral training. She
c

has a clear ,sense-of what Ross calls the prima.facie duties:.

not to lie,Lndt-to break' promiSes, not to inflict pasin

-

need-

lessly, not to steal.7 in the' ordinarysituations of life her

decisions are immediate and infallible, at least.as far as

the vast majority of.ple millions of viewers are concerted.

Her reasons for the deeisions furhish most ofigthe farce in

the program', but this does.not,diminish her moral,credibil-

-,:

ity; het very lack of sophistication increases it., :Edith is

not morally educated, just as-she ie not scientiffcally or
6 .(

artistically educaled. She cannot reflect with the esources4

of knowledge and critical standards" uponYher experience.

am quite sure that Coombs is morally educated; i.e. , not only

-has,he had gooditoral ty.aininco but he' Ls a"1:6 ready to

reasorj about, it. 'Much'as we agree that moral education:is

-
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our 'goal, it may not be amiss to remind ourselves that-for

most_of the constituencies clamoring for the schools to do

something about morals, mdral training is about as far as

theY would want tp. schoOiS to_go.

The,Co5nitive-Derision Approach Leg timates Autonomy

As I have stated, I have no quarrel with Coombs's rec9m-

mendations for materials, s'amples ot moral discourse among

sudens and increased sophi-stication of teenAggrs. 4, would

suggest more attention to research on the social ronditions

und which moral training and4moral education can tak pla

the hool especially in the publib school. This i

important for the-cognitive-decisión approach, as it is for

all the others, because without the steady reinforcement of

the community and its institutions., schools do not adcomplish

much in the way of moral tra'ining and.therefore in the way-of
, .

moral education. In a äorrupt community the efforts of the
;

school i this regard are futile. Fuithermore, cdinmunities

lbyalty-to a code..-of, conduct may nOt
0

welcome moral reasoning that questions the application of

thcit code. Communfties harboring a wide varIety of ideal,

ogies, codes, and value commitments are also inimical to
A

moral education because they can paraly2e the school com-

pletely. All in *all, the cognit4vist approach is about the

only one 611 which the school can claim-any autono y pecause



insofar as knowledge, scholarship; and rationality have any

place in morals, the schoo,1 do6s'have'a legitimation of its-

authority to conduct moral education.

1.4
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COGNITIVE DECISION' -AND MORAL SKTLL: ON'

fr

JERROLD CookEt's.'s- PAP,ER

Thomas F. Green

Syracuse.University

-The a4thor- suggests that the'foundations for,an
adeqUate "approach to morai or civic educatiOn
are les-s'likely,to be discOvered in'the develop-
menX of moral theory than in the_theory of choice.
The latter generally begins with a concern witil
nonmoral goods'and can be exterided,to learning

't6 ehtnk about moral matters. Further, 66 ade-
-quate approach to moral or civic education can
escApe giving serious attention to tfie problemsN,
of teaching history.

«

Within the scope of 5 to\-',10 pages, it is impossible to

do justice to many subtleties and impo tant poInts raised

in Coombs s treatment of the so-called cognitive-ciecision

ayproach to moral education. His review is fair and juei-

, cious. I have, no quarrel with it and wikl simply acid two

or three points.

Knowledge of Moral Development Rrereguisite

The cognitive-decision approach, as CooMOs presents it

is derived from modern moral..,theory, whibh provides us, as it

ere, with a map of the logical'structUre of moraf reasoning.

4,1P"

We may/borrow a phrase from Bishop Butler and.say that moral

theory gives us an account of the rational architecture of

the"Lmoral institution of life (Butler,.1914 p. 25), but

5 9
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t tells us almost nothing atibut the process of N,thduction "

into that institution. For that we need an understand'ing of

moral development. The principal virtue,of Koh16erg's work
110.

is tAat it provides us with some insight into that process.

Without such developmental insight the cogn.itive-decision

approach to mor.al education--however correct it:Oay be as an

expression of moral theorytendS to turn into an education4l

program on teaching moral philosophy. No one, f

would seriously propose that teaching moral,philosophy is

fit response to the:intbrest educationf. nor th

teaching the skills of reasoning means that everyone, suld

have a course' in.modern logic%

Relevance of Literature on Moral Choice

If we are to view moral education as'educatiOn in the

skills and dispositions of cognitive decision making, then

there-is an enormous bOdy of matprial and principle that

Coombs does not dicuss because, I supposet, it,does n t cfaim

to deal with moral choice and would not be viewed in moral
*

theory as concerned with moral choic"e. have in mind the

large body of material on choice dealkng with risk, skill in

weighing margdnal gains and losses, strategies of action, and

general problems of evaluation, Such considerations are

seldomalmost never- treated in moral philosophy. They are

principles of choice more prominent in game theory, in the
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econoMists' treatment of optionality and public benefits and

in certain aspects of law. Nonetheless, in these quarters we

shall discover Principles of choice that constitute perhaps

the most fundamental elements of cognitive decision making.

To the extent that moral reasoning is cFntral.to moral-edu-

cation, these principles of cognitive 'decision are basic.to

moral education.. If we &snot regard them as relevant to

the conduct of moral reasoning, then we may have too narrow

a view of what is mo'ral or an Unrealistic view of moral de-

velopment.

Moral dividuals and moral conduct will be rare in any

being moral requires that one also ,be heroic.-
';

Few of us.are'cand.idates for heroes or martyrs. Moral con-,

duct, in short, is something that we are morikely to ex-A,

pect of Auman beings when the world we'live in allows us to

sbciety wher

be moral without too much risk. Thts is only anothei way of

saying that moral conduct is rooeed in human interests Of a

,nonmoral sot. We all recognize that however morally correct

and philosophically sound it may be, no theory of justice

willpprevail in the world unless individuals see the advance-
4

, inept of justice tlo be ip their own self=interest-(not to be

confused with selfish dnterest).
1.

-Theory versus Nonmoral Human Interests

Coombs observes that the cognitive-decision approach to

"YAV
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moral education-is not otably.successful in cultivating

moral conduct. The eloped°skills of moral reasoning ,are

often used to-make points in argument rather than as'the

basis for a dedision to act. He spggests that the approach

needs to be tried miore tenaciously. I agree.- But I also

suggest that this failure may derive Trom the fact that such

an approach to moral education is not rooted in humAn inter-'

ests of a nonmoral sort. Instead, it rests 'upon a moral

IM theory which itself does not begin with a study of human in-
s

terests and does not include the principles o choice used i

Mr

decisions on nonmoral goods g., safety, security, friend-

ship, health).

Moral-Education Principles Found in

Skills of Public Choice

Coombs suggests that a sprength cif the cOgnitive-deci-

sioH approach is that it rests on the principles .that con-
.

stitute the fundamentals of' civic Oucation "for annamic
a P

democratic society." Re is right to theloextent that such
E1

0

an aiproach offers some,hope of an educational,program that

transcends mere sociarlkzation by including some kind of ra-

tional social criticism. This is an important, even vital,

strength. It provides some perspectiver,for example, within

whichthe distinctive educational valu.es of reTpect for

truth, reasoning, reasonable persuas on and scholarship may
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be cultivated. In this respect the cognitive-dpn ap-

proach has much greater educational value than the morally

vacuous perspective of values clarification, which takeS no

stand even on these central-educational values..

Still, a cognitive-decision approach, as -Coomhs outline$

will he an inadequate foundation for civic eacation.

The r ciples of public cholce are the principles of balanc-

ing or adjudicating the conflict between nonmoral goods. In

public choice, according'to the Coombs apprOach, the usual

fletion of moral reasoning is not to determine choice but
.

,

tb exclude morally impermissible alternatives, so that we
v ,

'are left with a choice from among the remainder. But since

the remainder are all morally permi(ssible, the choice to be

,seleeted can hardly be determined/by moral argupent. Indeed,

what we seek in a "dynamic demoqratic sbciety" is'agreement

oNwhat to dOvithout.having to ag'free on our, moral beiliefs

I .

and prihciplAs. We, do indeed/seek a society in whia peoPle

reason about public phoicesl, B t the reasoning employed in

that process is maral reasoning to only a small extent:

The twist that. I wish to propose is 'this: Coombs sug-

gests that we shall find the principles of civic argument in

an extension of the skills of moral argument. I suggest that

the more likely pursuit is just the other way around. We

shall probably find the principles of moral education (and

perhaps even moral theory) in the skills of public choice
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because they deal more explicitly with nonmoral.goods and

rest more solidly on the consideration of human interests.

Rational public choice involves decisions about such matters
0

as how*mortgages are granted; whether municipal bonds should

be tax free; how fire protection, personal .securiM and

health services are provided; how the relation of teachers

'and students should be governed; how the resources of the

commmunity can be put at the disposal of alT its members; and

hundreds of similar questions haming to do with_the advance-
,

ment and distribution Of nonmoral goods. $uch questions, as

I have rendered them are probably not suitable for-use in

elementary classrooms. But they do occur, in simpler and more

elementary form at all stages of education.

The rational model for dealing with such questiclins is n
7

to be found in the.skills of argument about mbral rule

moral princples, and moral justifi,cation of claims about

what is morally right and wrong. It is more likely Co be

found in the'skill$ of sen4itively balancing,the conflicting

,nonmoral goods and interests of ourselves and others when,.

within a social group/ we are called upon to decide W.hat we
4

should do. In short, we aro unlikely to find the model' of'

1..rational public choice in the cogriitive-decision approach to

moral reasoning about\right and Wrong. On the contrary, we

are likely to find the princkp?s,of moral develop ent in the

skills and competence required for sensitIVe and rational
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p4blic choice. One may be extremely adept at'the highest

skills Of moral. reasoning', As portrayed in the literature

.outlined by Coombs, and yet remain inept And ev usele and

incompetent in serving his neighbor. On the other hand,.a

person. who is competent in the rational and social skills of
c,

advancingthe gelod of 4s neighbors is highly lilcely to be

skilled in moral reasoning-. Thus we are more likely to cul.7-

.tivate the principle! of Moral development by attending to
N*

the rational and social competence required in public choice

through the cgltivation f moral reasoning.

Moral-Education Skiils

From such a perpec ive the skills we'seek to cievnop in

moral pducation are less involved with learning how to de-

Ziberate wletether this or that is the morally right thing for

me to do than with learningto decide whether this or that is

a good thing (aTong all conflicting goods) for to do'.

Thus, moral'education remains a cognitive-s ecision approach,

but al the outset it is praced in a con ext of public choice

requiring deliberation about good nd evil much more thin

about right and wro(ng.

The skills required are th ee:

1. If I am to claim that is not a good thing for us to'

do (or a good way for us to do y), then I must be prepared to

offer a better way. This,lesson is profoundly important:
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The mere claim that x i not a good thing to do,(or is not a

good way to do y) is pe fectly compatible with the claim that
r-

it is nonetheles's the best that4we can do. To claim that our
P

practices are defective, that our social institutions,are

faulty, even that they do not embody inoraKincipigs very.

-well, are judgments that should come as no news to anyone.

After all, thre world, is defective, We ourselves are defec-
,

'tive. Such criticism, taken by itself without accompanying

recognition o a better and workable way, has no claim upon

our attention. Learning this lesson entils l'earnsing a great

deal about how the world works. It ec es the acquisition

of.many yery practical skills.

2. If one offers a better way, thedone must be prepared

to state what interests (goods) are/or are4hot advanced by it

and how the better way balanCes the conflict. In short, for

whom is the bettey way better? This lesson is vital also. .

Just as tpe evangelical preachers learned long ago that stat-
,

ing the faith is 'a way of strengthening faith, so also per-,

suasively formulating the interests of others builds empathy

and sensitivity and helps to cement the.puhlic. 'Indeed, such

an exercise,' successfully carried utl'may be taen as

-operational definition_of empathy. It is a moral emotion,

although it can be cultivated through skill and attention to

the nonmoral interests and goods oalthers. In the context

of a school community, such an,exercise would require older



children to 'attend to the interests of younger children; the

links of empathy can.and do extend across generations.

3. One must finally be prepared to consider' whether the

interests advanced or sacrifIced are long run or short rUn,

broad or narrow, and, finally, whether they are the sum of \

people asking, "What is good for me?" or "What is .good for

-us?" This is a lessonpat goes far beyond the mere identi-

fication and formulation of interests and goods. It requires

their evaluation, weighing, and balancing;

The pursuit of these lessons will promote many moral

dispositions. Although they represent a cognitive-decision

approach, they do not do so t6 the exclusion of attention,

sto the moral emotions, and these lessons could not be learned

in isolation froM practice and action. Furthermore; careful

attention to the effects of these lessOns successfu3ly mas-
.

itered, will show that when taken%together they constitute a

'formulation of what wa mean by being morally responsible and

morally cOmpetent.

Rootedness and Teleological Viewpoint.*

Two figal observations: Fixst, to these skills of pub-

lic choice one would have to add another elemeht--rootedness.
'11 .

By this term I mean one'i personal sense of placement in

time, locale, profession or work, and tradition. It should

be cause for s6rious thought tha't none of the currenily
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discussed approaches to moral education gives prominent at-

tention to the necessitr of roote4dneSs. Yet it is almost

universally ac owledged that storytelling, particularly as

it concernsoneds own personal amd group history, may be the -

,

most powerful'pedagogical tool ever ,developed. .No approach

to'moral education that gives only passin attentios to the

teaching *f history can j)e anywhere near satisfactory.

Second, the perspective outlined here would be described

by moral philosophers as teleological rather than deontolog-

ical. That is to say, it is a' -view that gives primary em-

sphadis t.o-thecconcept of good rather_ than right and.to the

practical problem of securing human.goods rather than follow-

ing moral rules and,principles. 'The distinction is techni-

cal and not always precise-. It is, worth observing, howev'er,

that, as far as I know, there are currently no prograins of

moral education based upon a teleological view of e,th cs.

Kohlberg,(1975) is explicit in bis acknowledgment of trJs1ng

from a deontolbgical view of ethics, and the literature re-
I

viewed by Coombs is uniforAly deontological in approach.

There are "two possible reasons for this state-of affairs:

(a) Moral theorists are generally agreed on the claim-that

any pure teleological approach to'moral theory will be the-

,

oretically unsatisfactory. Thereforei if a program in moral-
ee.M

education is to rest upon the most satisfactory cipproach to

moral theory, it follows that it' will not be teleological,

14-
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\
(b) Prominent educators, e.q.,-Kohlberg, have apparently,

and I belieVe quite mistali.enly, supposed.that a.teleologidal.

apprdach.is a "bag orvirtues" approach and educational,ly

ineffective. But, as I have already observed,'4e should, dis-

tinguish carefully between moral thpory and mdral education,_
a

between the arChitecture of "tHe moral institution of life"

and the process of induction into it. Moral ;peoryshould

not be'ignored, but neither is.it likly to bp very helpful

in discerning the course 'of moral education.

Butler, J.B.

Kohlber9, L.
education.
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, THE COGNITIVE7DECISION -APPROACH EXTENDED: COMMENTS'ON

JERROLD'R.' COOMBS'S,PA?ER

liatet E. McClellan

State Uiliversity of New York at Albany

Theyauthor sugges s that.the central concern of the
,cognitive-decisi approach,ta moral/c zenShip ,edu-
cation is to imp ove the substantive t lity in-"
moral 'reasoningin 'shortto ground on in clear
recognition of what we want and %ghat e.b lieve will
get us what we want. The author poses the question,
-What do we* Cocimbs and thgYrest of us,.want to
achieve through moral/cititenship edu.sation? Those
in power will inevitably want,to i*rease,the effeC-
tiveness of obedience training in children. But those
who understand what practical reas6ning is will recog-
nize that learners ius r-have freedom to act, and hav.ia
that freedom iy1 measure and.degree 'unlikely to be
achieved in compulsöry schools. Such, at least, seems
to be a logical extension the cognitive-decision
approach aS outlined in Cociffibs's .paper. The author
proposes a community-based program of moral/citizen-
ship education rather than a new currieular offering
in schools.

This review of Coombs's paper is 'divided into three

parts: (a) a beginning, here an overview statement of the
1.

social and political context that any practical proposals for

moral/citizenship education nust take into account; (b) a

middle, here a reinterpretation of,the cognitive-deci,sion ap-

proach viewed in light of (a); and .(c) an end, here a series
,

of practical proposals for moral/citizenship edUcation-wiewed

in light of (a) and (b).

The ideas in this review are addressed
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of the educational ,establishment. When talking abdut Moral/

citizenship education we are Lilking about helping the

younger members of this -society tb be more rational in a

practicgl sense of the 'word, i.e., wise and cdmpaSsionate

in making ethical and political de'cisions. The ccoinitiVe-'

deCision approach to the field begin0 With the obvious fact

that men and,womell in various .times and places have dis-,

coursed-op the wisdom,and.compassi f individUal and col-

lective decisions.. Such practical discourse .cannot be a

rational activity unless there are standIrds against which

contradictory claids can I2e judged. If we can ident fy the,

underlying standards of discourse 'and help our young fellow

citizens learn how ito apply them in making individual and'

collective decisions, then we w'll have accomplished one

(but not all) of our major objectives in moral/citizenship

education.

The preceding sentence contains the great truth of the-
,

cognitive-decision approach to mor.al/citizenship education

Lat it is a reflexive truth: To ialk about Moral/citiz6n-

ship education presdOposes that we know what such standards

are and that 'we can apply them in judging ideas and bellefs.

That is to.say, we are engaged in practical discourse; we

are not merely moving air. Hence we must exemplify the com-

mon moral virtues we seek to help othe s achieve. (The case
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is differient, of course, with supererogatory virtues--if,
4

there be such.)

One of the standards that applies to all practical

course is respect for context. ,Successful moral/citizenship

education is jUdged, i part, by the insight 'and accura6r

with which a person.assesses t.he socialand political-contekt'
#.3

of his actions. -What are the most significant featur.espf

the context into-which we might propose to introduce Rloral

citiienship education? I -mgntion only a-few general points
-.,

as illustrative of the .kind oi thinking that would have to

be pursued in depth in serious plarihilag for such a program.

Social and Political Context

ifistorical Context

Moral/citizenship education is not exactly virgin ter-

ritory.- Any society that has reached-the stage of devei-
.

opment where it can, and therefgre mdst, take thought for

the 'education of its young is a society in which there are
. -

recurring calls for, and conferences on, moral/citizenship

education. Such.efforts seem to have the regularity of sun-
,

spots. Most Of them accomplish absolutely nothing, except'

perhaps'to assuage the conscience or fill the time of those

who epgage in them.
NIA

Is there any good reason to believe that this Rational

Conference on Moral/Citizenship Eddcation is not just one

,
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..,more'illuStration of the same cyclical process? Ao wellave

skills, techniques, materials, or morale superior to those

of our. predecessors? Specifically for this review: Does

the cognitive-decision appfloachgive. us a new way of conoeiv-

in% our goals,in this area, a way that offers a -chance of

succeeding where others have failed"?' I think the answer to

the last question is yes, and I will later give some practi-

cal.examples. But the point here- is that the absence.of a

clear-eyedu realistic appraisal of our historical setting

is a guarantee of our failure to accomplish anything of

signaficance.

Legal Context

The constitutional separation of.churcI and state in

this country.has meant that the tional, i.e., theologi-
.

cal, grounding for morality is ekcluded from state-supported

schools And that has meant that moral education in 'schools

has necessarily been trivialized or behaviorized. Such ques-

tions as, Where do these rules come from;? ord'Why must I obey

*

these rules? are answered in practice by force or threat of*

force. The moral/citizenship education that in 'fact occurs

in such a context is appropriate for slaves, not for citizens

, of a free society. Such was not the intent of those who for-

bade governmental establishment of religion, but it is an--114:

inevitable outco e.
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The cognitive-decision approach start,s from a nontheolog-

ical grounding of moral rules and principles. It opens the

legal poSsibility of a serious, rational program of moral/.

ditizenship education in state-suppOrted.agencies. It also

opens.the door for all sorts of litigation by those who,might

claim that-the cognitive-decision approach "establishes"

atheism as a state religion. The latter view is unsound

theologically. God did nOt give us knowledge of good,and

evil; Eve ate of that fruit in defiance of God's prohibition.

To teach our young what we know about good and evil is a

right we earned along with the obligation to eat our bre'ad

salted with the sweat of our brows. But lit'igation is seldom

.pwayed by theological truths. Any serious program of moral/

citizenship ed cation will bring profound religious issues

into the classro Will we be prepared--legally as well as

intellectually--t deal with them seriously and responsibly?

Political Context
41

Every modern national state has established its author-

ity to compel school attendance. In an institution based on

compulsion, whatever ideological facade may be put on it,

Moral/citizenship education is first and foremost obedience

'training for inmates. In 'the-vast majority of cases,.'when

-conferences are dalled.for moral/citizenship education, the

serious political purpose Is to make that,obedience train-
,

ing more effective, in particular to make its- effects longer
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lasting. What good ismoral/citizenshj education for the

masses unless it produces docile subjects who will follow the

diCtates of duly constituted authorities? Disaffection among

the lower orders--workers, children, priSo ers, criminals,

-and .othvs--is usually taken as a signal or more (and more

effective) moral/citizenship education; Those in positions

of power can always find "scholars," particularly psycholo-
..

giSts, who'are eager.to.respond to that signal.

Fortunately, the cognitive-decision approach.cannot be

used for such purposes; In faCt I dO.,no,t believe that it

can be qsed at all in anlinstitutional setting where learners
4

recegve instructi6n under compulsion. :Whatever 'may be the

case elsewhere, in moral/citizenShip education the medium is

the message. A typ al clasroom, like a.typical assembly.
1

line., office, or.s p, is medium which says: "These are

the rules which you must obey. If you do, you will be re-

warded;.if you do not, you will be .pun shed. The message of

cognitive-decision morality is simply noise in that communi-

5

cationsystem. It would be futile ahd count,productive to

introduce it there-

Social Context

The major argument for succeeding in school is social.

We say to.children (and their parents repeat):. "If you sue-

.
ceed_in school, YPu Can achieve upward social mobility or at

least avoid downward mobility. To'succeed it is necessary

4



only that you'obey the rules and try to make it appear that

you have learned some of the material presented in instruc

tion. It is not necessary that you actually leargt anything;

,genuine enthusiasm for any branch of knowledge is definitely

contraindicated."

Does that message to children present an accurate.picture

of the social reinforceme.nt system in the school? In "bad

schools, the answer is clearly no: Class, racialethnic or

10 biases may produce a system of reinforcement very iffer-'

ent from the official success pattern described. But let us

think about schools which have overcoMe those extraneous

biases, "good" schools in which the ssage is a reasonably

. accurate picture of the actual rei orcement pattern. Can we

introduce a program of moral/citizenship education based on

1-1e cognitive-decision approach in such schools? We can, but

in my opinion it would be morally abhorrent to do so.

Consider. Juanita,.' The cognitive-decision-based moral/

citizenship education program really came across to he; she

began to understand herself and'her pe1rsonal decis±ons-in a

profoundly changed way as a result of the_program. And thus

she'finds that she no longer wants to play the game necessary

for rebeiving social reinforcement in the school. But that's .

the only game in town for Juanita. There are precious few

adults who can live wholesome, integrated lives under such
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condition of moral alienation; it is an intolerable burden

to hang on a child. "-

Or consi'der Joanne. She takes moral/citiZensilip educa-

tion just 'as she takes all other subjects thrown at her; she

gets through it or by it, and she confirms already estab-

lished beliefs that (a) she is no "brain,".and (b) school

.subjects contain nothing of any impt7tance to her life.

Whatever may have been our intent,in providing hei with an

exposure to moral/citizenship education, the result is in-

oculation. Joanne has been effectively sealed off-from

significarlt contact .with" the serious ethical and political

thought of our culture.

Thus it is wrong, win or lose. For this reason, I do
10

not believe it morally acceptable to introduce a cognitive-
,

decision approach to moral edueation in any compulsory school

setting, particularly one ki wjiplich the typical reinforcement

("sucpess ) pattern operates.

The citizenship dimension of moral ci izenship educa-

tion is equally difficult to: integrate inpo a social-mbbi ity

system. we-say to childrr(and their parents repeat): "I

Cle game of social mobility, each player must competes an

individuar against all others. And you must compete. Al1

the other players will treat,you as an .opponeht whether or

not you actively play to win. You may make temporary alli-
)

ancesjoin a team, get married, etc.--but in time all of

7 2



these may be (and most mdst be) broken.up. You're on your

own in the game of life."

In good times we point to the advertising pages and say

tochil4ren: "Look at the grand life you can have if you

succeed." In bad times we point to the lines at the unem7

ployment office and say: "Look what happens if you fail.

At no time do we point to purserves and say: "Let's look at

our 'fellow Otizens, particularly those younger citizens en-

trusted to out care. What can we & to help them achieve a

more satisfyin, form of collective life, a life in which

cooperation _replaces competition as the-dominant mode of so-

cial intercourse?" Until we are in a position to ask that

question seriously, we cannot uSe the cognitive decision ap-
.

preach to citizenship education.

Economic Context ""11

The economic analysis of morWcitizenship education,

like that of any other form of education, requires that we

consider moral/citizenship education as both an item of con-

sumption and a form of investment rather likecApital invest-

ment. Suppose we agreed to have our work force less well

trained technically iniorder to devote mOre time and"Znergi

to, motal/citizenshipeducation. Suppose we had reaSonsto

neve that this would result in decreased production. (I

think that we 'actually have excellent,reason for that*be-

lief.) If we in'fact allocated resources so as to achieve
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that end at that cost, then moralcitizenship education would

be an item of consumption with a calculable price. If, how-.

ever, we believed that the general dissamijlation,of this kind

of training would produce-a wor); force of greater productiv-

ity than would have otherwise been the case, then resources

diverted from dther uses and allocated ti% moral/citizenship

education would\be like a ieal investment with a calcula-
,

ble rate of return. '\.(In.practical cases the:two'approaches

can be combined. We might accept a lower rate of return on

moral/citizenship education When compared ,with other bppo

tunities for capital investment and assign that loss'as the,

cost of a particular item Of consumption.)

In any case, there.is a price tag. What we do not know,

.but should try to find out4 is whether that price ,tag is yea-
,'

sorkable for the value received. But how do we measure the

valiie of moral/citizenship education? To the extent that we

succeed at ite' we also effect a reevaluation, often a radical

transvaluation, of other values in fitur society. 'Moral/citi-

zenspip education thus becOmes, gt4te literally, invaluable;

there is n common currency in.which we may assign it a worth

t6 compare with the price. And that conclusion holds with.

certainty if we are talking abou) moralicitizenship eduea,

tion from the cognitive-decision approach. (For you tech-

nical philosophers: That is also the u shot of John Rawls'
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.[1974] presidential address to the American Pk4losophical

Association).

The Nature ofidoral/Citiizenship Education

Befor.e we can decide how much we are willing to pay for

the moral enterprise as a whole we must consider the prior

question: What is the essential nature of that enterprise?

The cognitive-decision approach to moral/citizenship educa-

tion is grounded in a refinement and then an answer to that

prior-question. Powant to try to show as briefly as I can

a cognifive-decision conception of the moral enterpy.se

which goes just a bit further than that of Coombs, with par-

ticular reference to those points where-he allows himself to

be limited by the formulations of Professor. Peters.

Let me summarize eviturther Coombs's summary of the

1

cognitive-decision approach.

Goals

Coombs states that the primary goal Of moral/citizen-
.

ship education is "to teach students to make and to act on

intelligent or ratifnal decisions about moral Issues." In

any teaching c6im expressed in the form "to teach B t6.y"

(McClealan, 1976)--which is a reduction of Coombs's state-

mentthere is the possibility of creating a misleading

ambiguity. Two quite different goals are stated. If you

set about to teach childten to make intelligent Qr rational
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(henceforth I shall use only rational) decisn$ on morl

issues, you/ presuppose either thAl they already know howto

make rational decisions; or that you can and wi41 teach the

hOw in the course of, or instead of, teaching them to .make

idecisions on moral issues. But to teach p how to y indi-

cates that it is a skill we are.after. Fine. Vila will come
^

back to that skill below.

But in stating the goal*of moral/c tizenShip education

as he 'does, Coombs means more than helping students to ac-

\ quire a skill such,as playing chess, which they may use if*

it pleases them .to do so and ignore if they.choose. He also

meanS teaching a disposition or habit of mak.i.pg rational -de-

cisions about moral issues; here is our ambiguity. 'It is'

more than knowing how to make such decisions; it is making

them--always, or at least.mostly, when the .occasion calls .

for the exercise of- that skill.

As Coombs seems to understand matters, the habit of mak-
%

inq rational decisions about moral issues can cOexist wittl

the habit of acting irrationally. That.seeming pdssibility

is forestalled by his further remark: "and to act on...ra-

tidnal decisions about moral issue's." In this case is there

a particular Skill, a,Nlow to y," correlative witb "to act

on...rational decisiohs"? Cam you help persons to learn

can, qulte def-how to act on their deciisions? I t.hink
A, 'r

initely; I. want to _say wire loout thds.sk.ill below,
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The phrase and to act on was put in here moStly to call ,

attention to the f,act that what we seek.is students' acquisi-

tion of a habit or disposition of aciing ritionally on moral
r

issues. 'That is what toral/citizenShip education is for, if

it is f9r. 4nything;,.again, fine. Our educational goal in-

eludes bOth a skill and a habit--or rather, as I shall now

try to show, an immense family of skills and habits which,
`r

taken together,.enable one to participate in the moral enter-

-prise, or take the moral point of vieW seriously. Let us

l!ook briefly at these skills and habits.

Skills

At the risk of oversimplification, let me summarize the .

comi3licated notion of a practical argument (the sort of rea-

soning Coombs discusses) as a logical relation among three

"prop9sitions ordered as pretises and conalusion. The ,ques-

tOn we will have to address is how to let 3 frdm 1 avid 2.

1. .A :knows that he wants x.

2. A believesQthat doing y will get him x.
4,

"vv..

3. A does-y.

FroM Ars perspective, the same argument looks like'this:

- 11. I want X.

2,. Doing y will g t me x.

3'
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abe blank at 3' indicates that what follows lf and is,
7

not another statement 'Of something goihg on in A's mind;

it s A actually doing y. The practieal argument ends in

action, n anything lessexcept when something inter-

venes Ipt reasoning and :action to prevent the latter

7.

froi happening.

There ar6 skills appropriate to each of t e three stages,

.in the practical.argument.

,With.regard to the first premiser'to know what one wants

is to have.warranted true beliefs about what one wants, a

aignal achie6ment, the outcome of-a series of-complicated.

tasks. Th in'tasks.are (a) distipguishing what one really

wantA'(i.,e wants after careful refleation 6n many things,

including costs) from what one merely'feels an impulse to-
,

ward; and (b) giving due weight to,both impulse and reflec

'tion in one'.s overall moral economy.
,

fthink that Coombs ,implies (or at least indicates.that*

he Would concur) that these tasks areThecessiry to the moral

life and that auccess at them requires the sorts of skills

we mlght dissemimate thrbugh moral/citizenship educatiOn..
4

wonder whether he will join,us in accepting- these fur-
*

ther'implications: We.would'accept A's claim to know that

h e wants x only' if A bast some warrant for "I want -x.
,

And

'haqng warrpt for "I want x" entails showing that wanting x

is consistent with a whole conceptual scheme--roughly, the
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speakervs-self concept. In this crucial respect, knowing

what one wants is exactly like knowing a bavic theory (ac-

a.structure, a Piagetian might 'say) -in any other

braneh'of science. ,And the'skill is .exactly the same as fhe

skill involved in learniA to get about in any other bkanch

of scierice. Will .Coombs come that far with the cognitive-

decision approach?

If so, we might as wel.l'invite Copmbs to accept the res-i)

' of the p.rgument: The'function of principles in knoing.,whati

one wants is nothing more nor less than the fundtion of

principles in any other branch of science! Principles help
8

us keep our reasoning clear arid straight. They help to

organize particulars. They provide the logical struc.ture

withir4which we can °Understarid the relation of each of the
..

parts to all the others. Any principles which serve that

-function dNtinctively in practical argument--i.e, which

provide the logical structure within which we understand the

relation of wanting x ,to'-the" whole df our valuat-ipnal.life

(the whole pattern of o r. practical reasoning)--we may call

*moral principles. Will Coombs 476 that far?

(We know.that -we have 4Pong since parted.company'with R.
* r 4

S. Peters. tut we mUst not tatry to try to(set all that

.straight right now. . Let us.save it for.some other occasion

When mbre space.and time are available.)

The practical upshot is that learning moral priAciplesds
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formally identical with learninc basic conceRts and their ap-

plications in iny other branch of science.

'To return to the premises of our practical argument: Can

one want x, know that one wants x (as contrasted with merely&

feeling a positive impulse toward x)., and yet not have any .

helief about what action one mighttake to get x? A person

Who says, "I know.that I want x," in that stFong sense of

want, would be expected to have at least imagined the 'cOndi-

tions under which he or she wodld act to get TO say "I

kpow I'want but I cannot even imagine acting to get

indicates an impulse toward x 14ut not a want in this strong
11/4,7

sense'. Thus Premises 1 and 1 in the strong sense entail;

that A believes there is at least some imaginable.y which

will.get him to x.

But Premises 2 ahd 2" are not Merely entailments of

.Premises 1 and l`f. The seconds premises ties general

(Want) to specific (action); they join major premises to

conclusidir. theare is a distinctive skill in morals as

in the rest of science matilematics: that of recogniz-
%

ing.when to use what more general theorem in solving par-

ticular problems; all of which aeads to the last stage.

With regard to the third eleAbnt in practical' reasoning,

let us lirst consider the whole.argument from the'point of.

view of.the'external observer, i. e., as in 1, 2,...3. There

is a distinctie skill in knowing how to ,explain actions as



Conclusions in praCtical reasoning. When we recognize 3

as a valid step-from 1 and 412 (as we must in, say, his411-

"cal and psychological explanation) we do so because we rec-

. ognize 31 to be a valid deduction.from 11 and 21.from A's

perspective. It copld not bp the other way around, for 3

does not follow from 1 and 2 by deductive logic alone, no
ir

matter with what detail one specifies the texture of A'sA

wantsandbeliefsinland-.alcolm, Note 1), Whereas2 0I

we do say (and mpan it) that, given, a Sufficiently detailed

account of his or her wants'and beliefs, A's action follips

.
logically from 1 and 2, we do not.say:that it follovis nee-

,

essarily. Between the first two premises and13/ there is

a personal el4bent, that of.knowing how to draw the prober

conclusion, the skill of acting on one's ciants and beliefs.

But if A is to learn how to draw 31 from and 21, he

or she must practice that 'skill. And 31, please recall,- .

is an action, not a statemeht. A d that means' that A must

be free to act'on his or her wants and beliefs'. The only

restriction that can be placed on A's freedom to act while

A is learning the skills of practical reasoning is that A's

wapts and-beliefs' must be 'consciously held. NZlhe force of

can in the preceddng sentehce is absolute. It is a logical

presupposition of accepting. Ardstotle's, It. S. Peters's and'

the commons nse distinction between practical and'teifreti

cal reasoning. Sucb an extension. of the cognitivedeciston
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approach would seem to be required of Coombs by the logic of

practical-reasoning, even 'if not exactly entailed by.4,he.

definition of practical reason.as reason which eventuates in

action.
1.1!"

.Thus we have seen a variety of skills requirtd in practi-

cal reasoning as viewed from the cognititie-decision stand-

point. At least one of the skills-lhow-to draw the. proper

conclusions to a practical syllogismcannot be t ht except

under conditipns which guarantee that a learner can act

freely as the argument seems to require..

Habits
.

Here the case is open and shut'. The only way A can d

velop the habit of acting on rational giecisions is by exer---

cise or practice i.e., by acting on those decision's that

seem rat nal to him.

Sigafoos Revisited

We might go further into the methods, mateeials, etc.,

that could be developed in a cognitive-decision approach to

moral/citizenship education.; Let us instead contrast:the
CP

foregoing extension of the cognitive-decision approach with

Coombs's story of the noble SigafooS.'who refuses to drive

home after drinking. The moral issue arises when Sigafoos

discovers that he adrunkenouh and wants t4 go home.

Driving will get him home he realizes, more,quickly than

any other action he might ake. But he is alsq aware that



'driving will endanger others. He holds to the moral prin-

cfple, logically interrelated with many o.ther principles,

that he ought not act so as to endanger the lives of others.
\

As Coombs says, the example is simple, but it illustrates how

p [Iciples affect desires. Sigafoos does not really want to:

drive home, though he experiences an impulse to do so. If he,
a,

has the gooa sense he seems to have, Sigafoos has arranged

alternative means of transport and is now safely in bed

sleeping it off.

This simple little story also illus ates how Peters

started off on the wrong foot. The moral enterprise does not

begin w,it taking seriouSly the question: *What are there

reasIons for doing?" Anyone who took that question seriously

could.not even begin to let u4g1nowp he or she would be in a

catatonic coma. Thse human organism, thank God and the

evolutionary process, is an active entity that can find

reasons for doing juSt about anything! The world and one's

inner states interact so 4pvto provide plenty of reason-
,

directedpactions, more than anyone-can actually petform... The^

,question which Peters takes as primary never arise.s in prac-

tice. Starting off wrong-, Peters'never catches up.

The seridus question is: Are there adequate reasons 'to-

organizeoàur lives by principle.,iather than impulse? fndeed

:there are.. In fact, what'we seek in the moral enterprise is
1

to adopt and act on those principles which, .taken as 4 whole,
0
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will give us the kind of life we want to live. If. we .cannot

iustify our moral principles on that 6riterion, then we had

better forget all about teaching,them to the younger members

of our society.

Practical Proposals

Pract(cal suggestions for advancing the cause of moral/

citizenship education can be classified in two categories:

(a) those which can be put into the existing machinery for

research, development, and dissemination, and (b) those

which require the e'stablishmerit of quite di.flerenttsociar-

ar#angements.

Proposals Relating to the Existin9 Machinery of

,
Research, Development, and Dissemination

The moral life is'a 'life of action-cum-reflec4u, an

alternation of thinking and doing-and thinking about what

is done and what is to be done. The probleyieve and.now

with introducing children to the moral ,life is_that we have

created an envirOnment so hostile to life that we cannot al-

lo children.te, adt flthr on their impulses and thus learn

,to bring them under conscious control. SO we must set tip

arrangerirents such that children's impulses are ceintrolled

by oth'ers. As a society, we never really thought the is-

sue through and decidec*to handle.children in that,manner;

rather, we established afran gements conAlived ad hoc as re-
,-

--sponses to chinges--demographic, technological, etc.--in our
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way of life. But the destructive effects .of such arrange-

.

ments are immense. They strike most severely against moral/

citazenship educati,on because freedom to act is a necessary

condition for learning to make and act on rational decisions.

Is there anything concrete we can do,..A;aminimize the
a

destructive effects of our social structure on personality,

self-control, political acuteness, and so forth? The best

ally we have is the imagination of children. Perhaps we

can develop methods and materials of instruction which will

(a) eriablechildren (of all ages) to think imaginatively and

creatively about the world they would want to live in .and

(b)--here is the difficult part--make sure they have reason-

ably safe opporty.nities to discipline their imagination to

act responsibly, and to acceptr-that is, suffe'rlind enjoy--

th consequences of their actions.

The nearest thing to any, such program that Ithave seen

.is . Philosophy for Otildren,prograM built around Lipman's

(1971) delightful little bdok,Tharry Stottlemeier's Discov-

pry. The depth and richnest of 4man's writingare clear

marks of its self-,conscious commitment to thehighest stan-

'dards of philosophical woriZ. The artistry comes in prepar-

An materialp that satisfy these philosophical standards aod

at the sameitme capture and enliven.the imagina4korrof

children.

,



One f the fringe benefits of introducing philosophical

materia)4I into primary and secondary schools is that chil-

dren come to believe- that they can understand things in a .

"rationally satisfying way and thus come to expect and demand

rationality in the rest of their world. To make most effec-

tive use of these materials,, we need men and-women who are

themselves discovering the joys and turmoils of the self-
,

conscious life.to be teachers of philosophy to children.

William Heard Kilpatrick (1926) said that the only great
/

teacher of physics was the perSon who lived physics. . That

may or may not be true. What is true is that only a person

who is. trying to live the consciously refleCtive moral,life

can teach children to participate in that entupjase.'

There is a great deal to b% learned from values clari-

ficatiin transactional-analysis, and a variety-of other

techniques which can help children ('and the rest of us), dis-

cover what we want and dg notyant. r6"using èuch' techniques

in the classroom, there is onl§ a thin margin between being

dull, ine, devoted. to busywork, and beiiig so intimate

and personal as to invite burlesque and ridicule. Effective

teaching is found only within a thin marg.in. In real life,
'to

where persons can act cooperatively to achieve common pur-

poses, such problems with self-discovery techniques:do not

1.
arise. What we need are creative ideas for smuggling in real

freedom for children to act. Can We accomplish this without

.8.6
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creating more problems for our schooiS than we can handle

politically?
7

Proposals Relating to Establishment of
'Nontraditional Social Arrangements

Intersting possibilities arise wheh we introduce the

concept that ties morfal and citizenship education into one

thing: the cona'ept oi community. A community can be de-

fined as a group of people whose existential interests and

welfare are cloely linked together and who act toward one

another in common recognition of their'existential inter-)

dependence. Mora/citizenship edbcation in such a group

helps the new members acquire those habits, ills, and d

sires which guid4 the conduct of life within th t group. In

-a decent, well-ordered society, chfldren achi e moral and

Citizenship competnce just by growing up d taking a suc-

c4ssion of community roles.

8ut merely decent, well-ordered communities can be inteil-

lectually dull and spiritually stultifying-. As educators, we

insist that moral/citizeriship education must h ve a critical
-

reflective moment that marks it as distinctive from mere so-

cialization. Can we develop experimental communities where

children can learn tshe habits and skills of-moral/citizen-
.

ship competence naturally, i.e., by growing intb that compe-

te'nce, and at the same time learning lo apply to morals the

same critical- intellect appropriate to any otheebranch of
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science? I do not know. But we ought to set aside sizable

chunks of money to bry to find'out whether such commuhities

are possible. Let me. stiggest some places to look.

Ethnic communities. 'The survival and then revival of

ethnicity in Americaln -life is1 among the mot striking socio-

logicpl phenomena of our century. If moral principles are

universal, their application is always particular.- And chil-
,

dren come to live comfortably with universal principles ortly

aftei getting acquainted with them in local homey-, community

settings.

Would some ethnic communities be willing--given certain

legal and financial benefits--to undertake the total e'duca-

tion of their children, including their'introduction to the

ral enterprise--all through that community't distinctive

:ethnic heritage? Could we work gut guidelines fgr subsi-

dizing such ventures to assure that the cognitive-decision

rath'er than the catechetical approach is taken toward the

-t-eaching of moral and civic virtues? Could we muster enough

political power to grant such communities some relief from
.

the uniform school code--including relief from compulsory
0

,,sct)ool-ettendance laws? The Amish case illustrates a prin-
L

ciple that may be extended by legislative or administative

measures.

One requirement 16 should make absolutely inflexible:

Sbcial scientists or pdy6hologists allowed in to stUdy such
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communities would be'limited to those who are fully. accspted

members there.

'Intentional communities The last decade has Seen- a re-

vival Of interest in intentional communities, foflOwing a

.century of ditillusionment resultin rOT the well-publiCiZed

failures of the 19th-centurTutopi'an ventures. As any reader

of.The Whole Earth ,Catalog (1971) kr,lows thetechnOlogical

'and social bates for such cc:immunities are tmmenselY stronger._
-

today than a century ago-. With a minimum of financ-ial -sub-
,

.sidy and legal relief, an intentional community could under-

/
take the education of its children based on the _distinctive

principles by -which the adults in that community organize

their lives. Again, the cognitive-decision approach gives

us a criterion.by which we can distinguish an educational

from an indoctrinative community.

We might intsAest the Department,of Defense in estab-.

lishing and studyin educational comMunities that can sus-
-,

tain themselv the wilderness.without dependence on the'

giant industrial plant of the nationLwhich cannot be d

fended against attack. For what we have learned-about an

enlightened ethi'cal and-political,life--what we have h'ere

calied the cognitsive-decision approach to moral/citizenship

education--is distinctly worth preserving somewhere, -even if

the rest of this society perishes.
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